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ExECUTIVE SUMMARY

The IEA Hydrogen 2018 Annual Report contains four task updates as well as special reports from the 
Chairmen and the Secretariat. The Chairmen’s report addresses activity within IEA Hydrogen, while the 
Secretariat report summarizes 2018 IEA Hydrogen member activity in the hydrogen arena.

MEMBERSHIP

In the last quarter of 2018, IEA Hydrogen was proud to welcome four new members. They include one 
new Contracting Party, Austria, and three new Sponsor Members: Hychico, the Hydrogen Council, and 
Reliance Industries Limited (RIL). Austria’s accession deepens our research capabilities and supports 
the development of favorable hydrogen policy. With Hychico and RIL, our geographic and industrial reach 
expands to South America and India, respectively. The Hydrogen Council’s membership globalizes our 
industrial base. Altogether, these new members enlarge the IEA Hydrogen perspective.  

As well, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) has returned to active participation 
in our TCP.

There is yet more good news: Argentina has requested and received an invitation to join. Other prospective 
IEA Hydrogen Members include Brazil and Mexico from Latin America; Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia 
from Asia; South Africa and Morocco from Africa; and California from the United States. 

MEETINGS

IEA Hydrogen held three ExCo Meetings in 2018. The 78th ExCo Meeting was held in two parts. Part I in 
London featured a dedicated strategic planning session 29-30 May; Part II in Rio de Janeiro took place 20 
June alongside the World Hydrogen Energy Conference (WHEC).  The 79th ExCo Meeting was held 28-30 
November in Cadarache, France.

MILESTONES AND TRENDS

IEA

In September 2018, IEA and the European Union, arranged a workshop on electrofuels in Brussels with 
cooperation from IEA Hydrogen. 

The World Energy Outlook (WEO) 2018 for the first time included a short article on the role of hydrogen 
in the energy mix. As well, hydrogen was a first-time topic in the November IEA Energy Business Council 
(EBC). These activities clearly signaled a growing interest in hydrogen by the IEA.

In late 2018, based on a voluntary Japanese contribution, the IEA mounted an agency wide effort to produce 
the Future of Hydrogen Report. Dr. Timur Güel attended the 79th ExCo Meeting in Cadarache, France, 
to explain the initiative and solicit in-kind support and cooperation from IEA Hydrogen. He received an 
enthusiastic reception. This will be a landmark report and IEA Hydrogen looks forward to cooperating with 
IEA on its preparation and publication. The IEA will exercise its convening power to bring IEA Hydrogen and 
the greater hydrogen community together in early 2019 to gather input for the report. The pace of change is 
expected to continue to increase in 2019, so the IEA Hydrogen team is gearing up for another exciting and 
productive year.

BROADER COMMUNITY

There has been a shift in the energy mix, which now has an increasing share of renewable electricity. Low 
cost renewable electricity (PV and wind) in some areas now enables production of hydrogen at competitive 
cost. 2017 saw the creation of a global business initiative called the Hydrogen Council (initially 18, now 53 
companies). 

https://www.iea.org/hydrogen2019/
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Global hydrogen trends in 2018 include the following:  
• 380+ Hydrogen Refueling Stations (HRS) open to public or fleets
• Close to 6,500 FCEVs sold 
• Electrolysers available in small and large sizes (MW scale)
• Applications proliferate – hydrogen for industry, mobility, stationary, “smart grid,” 

intermediates and electrofuels/synfuels
• Larger demonstrations and debates about “green” hydrogen and “origin”
• Sector coupling and system integration are now recognized opportunities 
• Early markets for multiple applications show promise. Mobility applications include 

passenger & captive fleets, buses, heavy duty trucks, logistic vehicles, light rail trains, 
airplanes & drones and the maritime

• Hydrogen scale-up is now a focus everywhere  

R D&D PORTFOLIO

CURRENT TASKS

During 2018, five (5) IEA Hydrogen tasks were in some phase of their life cycle.

TASK # NAME STATUS 
32 Hydrogen Based Energy Storage Current – final year

36 Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment Current – final year

37 Safety Current

38 Power to Hydrogen and Hydrogen to X Current

39 Hydrogen in Maritime Transport Current

A successor to Task 32 entitled Energy Storage and Conversion Based on Hydrogen 
was approved at the 79th ExCo Meeting in Cadarache, France. It will begin in January 
2019 as Task 40.

MAJOR PUBLICATIONS
• IEA Hydrogen Task 36 Final Report

OUTREACH

Presentations were made at the following events:
• There was an IEA Hydrogen Session at World Hydrogen Energy Conference (WHEC) 

2018 on June 20 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It featured a panel discussion (led by 
Chairman Lucchese) with multiple presentations on international energy scenarios for 
hydrogen modeling. In addition, there were 8 other presentations at WHEC by our ExCo 
Members and Operating Agents.

• On 10 September 2018, Chairman Lucchese spoke for IEA Hydrogen at an IEA 
Electrofuels Workshop in Brussels, Belgium. IEA Hydrogen also served as a co-organizer 
of this full day, 12-presentation event. 

• Operating Agent Michael Hirscher and Task 32 – Hydrogen-Based Energy Storage 
produced an end-of-task workshop in November 2018, alongside the 16th International 
Symposium on Metal-Hydrogen Systems in Guangzhou, China. Seven presentations 
were included.

• IEA Hydrogen’s UNIDO representative Dr. Federico Villatico presented at the 2018 
UNFCCC COP in Katowice, Poland.

• Task 38 Power-to-Hydrogen and Hydrogen-to-X held a workshop in November on 
Demonstration projects in Aix-en-Provence.

View the full list of IEA Hydrogen 2018 presentations.

http://ieahydrogen.org/pdfs/IEA-HIA_Task36_final-report_Jan2019_wCover.aspx
http://ieahydrogen.org/Activities/Task-32.aspx
http://ieahydrogen.org/Activities/Task-32.aspx
http://ieahydrogen.org/News/IEA-HIA-Presentations.aspx
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TASK PARTICIPATION BY MEMBER

* denotes Operating Agent    
TASKS EXCO MEMBER AGENCY EXCO REPRESENTATIVE
Task 32

HYDROGEN-BASED 
ENERGY STORAGE

Australia Curtin University Craig Buckley

Belgium WaterstofNet and Universite catholique 
de Louvain

Adwin Martens
Joris Proost

China DICP Ping Chen

Denmark Danish Gas Technology Center Jan Jensen

European Commission DG JRC Inst. for Energy Beatriz Acosta-Iborra

France CEA Paul Lucchese

Germany* Institut of Energy Research, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH

Jürgen-Friedrich Hake

Greece Belenos Clean Power Holding Ltd Elli Varkaraki

Israel Ministry of Energy and Water Ayelet Water, Zvi Tamari

Italy ENEA-CR Casaccia Alberto Giaconia 

Japan NEDO Eiji Ohira, Maki Hayasaka

Korea New and Renewable Energy Division Yong Gun Shul, Gavin Yu

Lithuania Lithuanian Energy Institute Rolandas Urbonas

Norway Research Council of Norway Trygve U. Riis

Spain INTA Maria Pilar Argumosa

Sweden Swedish Energy Agency Mikael Lindqvist

Switzerland Swiss Federal Office of Energy Stefan Oberholzer

The Netherlands Netherlands Enterprise Agency Evert Everts

United Kingdom Department of Energy & Climate Change Yehuda Lethbridge

United States Department of Energy Eric Miller

France CEA Paul Lucchese

Germany Institut of Energy Research, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH

Jürgen-Friedrich Hake

Italy ENEA-CR Casaccia Angelo Moreno

Japan NEDO Eiji Ohira, Maki Hayasaka

Korea New and Renewable Energy Division Yong Gun Shul, Gavin Yu

The Netherlands Netherlands Enterprise Agency Evert Everts

United Kingdom Department of Energy & Climate Change Yehuda Lethbridge

United States* Department of Energy Eric Miller

Task 36
LIFE CYCLE 

SUSTAINABILITY 
ASSESSMENT

Germany Institut of Energy Research, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH

Jürgen-Friedrich Hake

Italy ENEA-CR Casaccia Angelo Moreno

Japan NEDO Eiji Ohira, Maki Hayasaka

Norway Research Council of Norway Trygve U. Riis

Spain* INTA M. Pilar Argumosa

Task 37 
HYDROGEN SAFETY

Belgium WaterstofNet and Universite catholique 
de Louvain

Adwin Martens, Joris Proost

Denmark Danish Gas Technology Center Jan Jensen

China GRINM Shumao Wang

European Commission DG JRC Inst. for Energy Marc Steen

France CEA Paul Lucchese

Germany Institut of Energy Research, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH

Jürgen-Friedrich Hake

HySafe KIT Campus North Thomas Jordan

Japan NEDO Eiji Ohira, Maki Hayasaka, Katsumi Yokomoto

United Kingdom Department of Energy & Climate Change Yehuda Lethbridge

United States* Department of Energy Eric Miller
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Task 38
POWER-TO-

HYDROGEN AND 
HYDROGEN-TO-X:
SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
OF THE TECHNO-

ECONOMIC, LEGAL 
AND REGULATORY 

CONDITIONS

Australia Curtin University Craig Buckley

Belgium WaterstofNet and Universite catholique 
de Louvain

Adwin Martens, Joris Proost

European Commission DG JRC Inst. for Energy Beatriz Acosta-Iborra

France* CEA Paul Lucchese

Germany Institut of Energy Research, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH

Jürgen-Friedrich Hake

Japan NEDO Eiji Ohira, Maki Hayasaka, Katsumi Yokomoto

New Zealand Unitec Institute of Technology Jonathan Leaver

Norway Research Council of Norway Trygve U. Riis

Shell The Netherlands Charudatta Patil

Spain INTA M. Pilar Argumosa

Southern Company Birmingham, Alabama, U.S. Noah D. Meeks

The Netherlands Netherlands Enterprise Agency Evert Everts

NOW Nationale Organisation Wasserstoff- 
und Brennstoffzellentechnologie (NOW 
GmbH)

Klaus Bonhoff

United Kingdom Department of Energy & Climate Change Yehuda Lethbridge

Task 39
HYDROGEN 
IN MARINE 

APPLICATIONS

Denmark Danish Gas Technology Center Jan Jensen

Finland Aalto University Foundation Mikhail Gasik

France CEA Paul Lucchese

Germany Institut of Energy Research, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH

Jürgen-Friedrich Hake

Italy ENEA-CR Casaccia Angelo Moreno

New Zealand Unitec Institute of Technology Jonathan Leaver

Norway* Research Council of Norway Trygve U. Riis

Sweden Swedish Energy Agency Bengt Ridell

The Netherlands Netherlands Enterprise Agency Evert Everts

United Kingdom Department of Energy & Climate Change Yehuda Lethbridge
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EXCO CHAIR AND MEETINGS
MR. PAUL LUCCHESE (FRANCE) 2017-2020

80. 79. Cadarache, France 28-30 November 2018

77. Naples, Italy 13-15 December 2017 78. Part I London, UK 29-30 May 2018  
Part II Rio de Janeiro, 20 June 2018 

DR. STEFAN OBERHOLZER (SWITZERLAND) 2014-2017
75. Global Webinar 1,5,7, and 12 December 2016 76. Oslo, Norway 14-16 February 2017

73. Sydney, Australia  15-16 October 2015 74. Zaragoza, Spain, June 2016

71. Global Webinar 25,26 November and 2,3 December 2014 72. Petten, The Netherlands 10-12 February 2015

MR. JAN K. JENSEN (DENMARK) 2011-2014
65. Fukuoka, Japan 12-15 October 2011 66. Toronto, Canada 7-9 June 2012

67. Global Webinar 12, 19, 27-28 November 2012 68. Paris, France 13-14 March 2013

69. Aarau, Switzerland 3-5 December 2013 70. Seoul, Korea 11-13 June 2014

MR. ANTONIO G. GARCÍA-CONDE (SPAIN) 2008-2011
59. Athens, Greece 4-6 November 2008 60. San Francisco, CA 27-29 May 2010

61. Seville, Spain 18-20 November 2009 62. Essen, Germany 20-21 May 2010

63. Istanbul, Turkey 10-12 November 2010 64. Copenhagen, Denmark 15-17 June 2011

MR. NICK BECK (CANADA) 2005-2008
53. Singapore 6-7 October 2005 54. Lyon, France 16-18 June 2006

55. Petten, The Netherlands 6-9 November 2006 56. Rapperswil, Switzerland 22-24 May 2007

57. Montecatini, Italy 8-9 November 2007 58. Brisbane, Australia 15-19 June 2008

MR. TRYGVE RIIS (NORWAY) 2002-2005
46. Ottawa, Canada 17-20 March 2002 47. Budapest, Hungary 18-20 September 2002

48. Lithuania 12-14 May 2003 49. Paris, France 6-8 October 2003

50. Vienna, Austria 1-2 April 2004 51. London, England, UK 11-13 October 2004

52. Utsira, Norway 10-12 May 2005   

MR. NEIL ROSSMEISSL (USA) 1995-2002
34. Seville, Spain 21-24 November 1995 35. Diamond Bar, California, USA 8-10 May 1996

36. Amsterdam, The Netherlands 12-15 November 1996 37. Oslo, Norway 3-6 June 1997

38. Kyoto, Japan 11-14 November 1997 39. Montreux, Switzerland 2-5 June 1998

40. Ispra, Italy 27-30 October 1998 41. Stockholm, Sweden 18-21 May 1999

42 Toronto, Ontario, Canada 26-29 October 1999 43. San Ramon, CA, USA 14-17 May 2000

44. Madrid, Spain 24-27 October 2000 45. The Hague, Netherlands 8-11 May 2001

DR. GERHARD SCHRIBER (SWITZERLAND) 1992-1995
28. Paris, France 19 June 1992 29. Washington, DC, USA 29-30 March 1993

30. Rome, Italy 30 November - 1 December 1993 31. Stockholm, Sweden 2-3 June 1994

32. Istanbul, Turkey 17-18 November 1994 33. Ottawa, Canada 4-5 May 1995

DR. W. RALDOW (SWEDEN) 1989-1992
22. Berne, Switzerland 7-8 March 1989 23. Paris, France 14-15 November 1989

24. Rome, Italy 9-10 May 1990 25. Brussels, Belgium 14-15 November 1990

26. Stuttgart, Germany 16 May 1991 27. Tsukuba, Japan 14 November 1991

MR. A.K. STUART (CANADA) 1985-1989
16. Paris, France 14 October 1985 17. Vienna, Austria 23 July 1986

18. Washington, DC, USA 18 November 1986 19. Brussels, Belgium 12 May 1987

20. Paris, France 2 November 1987 21. Ottawa, Canada 16-18 May 1988

DR. J.B. TAYLOR (CANADA) 1982-1985
10. Brussels, Belgium 28 October 1982 11. Lyon, France 24 May 1983

12. Washington, DC, USA 27 October 1983 13. Toronto, Canada 19 July 1984

14. Paris, France 11 October 1984 15. Stockholm, Sweden 30 May 1985

MR. J. P. COTZEN (CEC) 1977-1982
1. Paris, France 8 November 1977 2. Ispra, Italy 31 August - 1 September 1978

3. Upton, NY, USA 5-6 April 1979 4. Paris, France 31 October 1979

5. Montreal, Canada 24-25 April 1980 6. Paris, France 6 November 1980

7. Golden, Colorado, USA 16 June 1981 8. Paris, France 3 November 1981

9. Pasadena, California, USA 18 June 1982   
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

INTRODUCTION AND STRATEGY

One and a half years into my term as Chairman, interest in hydrogen is intensifying in 
the business and public policy worlds, as well as within the IEA. One of the overarching 
IEA Hydrogen objectives for the 2015-2020 period is to broaden the perspective on the 
transformative role of hydrogen in an integrated future multi-sector energy system that 
mitigates climate change. We are pleased to report that there is increasing awareness of 

the benefits and vast potential of hydrogen on the global stage.

Strategy and analysis are two of the most important tools available to IEA Hydrogen to support our mission 
of accelerating hydrogen implementation and widespread utilization. We aim to make good use of both tools 
over the next year and a half of my chairmanship.  We have exciting news to share on both fronts.

In 2018, we kicked off the strategic planning effort for the upcoming 2020-2025 cycle in order to prepare our 
Request for Extension (RfE) to the IEA. This is a rigorous, interactive process based on close cooperation of 
the ExCo and the Secretariat. The General Manager will prepare the Strategic Plan 2020-2025 and End of 
Term Report 2015-2020, which must be presented for approval in mid to late 2019.  

Meanwhile, just before year-end 2018, the IEA announced its intention to produce a special report 
on hydrogen for the 2019 meeting of the GI in Tokyo. The report is made possible due to the generous 
contribution of the Government of Japan to the IEA. The IEA has asked the IEA Hydrogen TCP to cooperate 
on development of this report in 2019. We look forward to this collaboration.

MEMBERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION

In the last quarter of 2018, IEA Hydrogen was proud to welcome four new members. They include one 
new Contracting Party, Austria, and three new Sponsor Members: Hychico, the Hydrogen Council, and 
Reliance Industries Limited (RIL). Austria’s accession deepens our research capabilities and supports 
the development of favorable hydrogen policy. With Hychico and RIL, our geographic and industrial reach 
expands to South America and India, respectively. The Hydrogen Council’s membership globalizes our 
industrial base. Altogether, these new members enlarge the IEA Hydrogen perspective.  

As well, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) has returned to active participation 
in our TCP.

There is yet more good news: Argentina has requested and received an invitation to join. Other prospective 
IEA Hydrogen Members include Brazil and Mexico from Latin America; Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia 
from Asia; South Africa and Morocco from Africa; and California from the United States. 

ExCO MEETINGS

This year we hosted three in person Executive Committee Meetings. The 78th IEA Hydrogen ExCo Meeting 
was actually held in two parts in consecutive months: part I, a dedicated strategic planning session, was held 
29-30 May 2018 in London, and part II was held 20 June 2018 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, during the World 
Hydrogen Energy Conference (WHEC). The 79th ExCo Meeting was held in Cadarache, France on 28-30 
November 2018.  

Paul lucchese, from cea
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TASK PORTFOLIO

In our regular task renewal cycle, new and successor tasks are developed as current 
tasks close. As always, most of our activities are in the R,D&D category.  However, there 
is an increasing amount of important analysis activity as well.

CLOSING AND SUCCESSOR TASKS

Task 32 – Hydrogen Based Energy Storage closed at the end of December with an 
impressive track record of over 600 publications. The final report will consist of a 
traditional technical report plus a special issue of the International Journal of Hydrogen 
Energy (IJHE) with seven papers.  A successor activity to Task 32 was approved at our 
December 2018 ExCo Meeting as Task 40 – Energy Storage and Conversion based on 
Hydrogen. Task 40 will have eight working groups, including working groups on catalysis 
as well as ammonia and reversible liquid hydrogen carriers.

The definition of a successor to Task 35 – Renewable Hydrogen Production is poised 
to launch. A successor to Task 34 – Biological Hydrogen for Energy and Environment is 
under consideration, with an expanded scope of biological conversion of hydrogen for 
energy and chemicals.

In the analysis department, Task 36 – Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) has 
closed (Read the Final Report).  No successor task is planned. 

A task definition meeting was held at IFE in December for the new analysis task – Data 
and Modeling. This new task will team with IEA ETSAP to facilitate improvements in IEA 
modeling of hydrogen. Importantly, the task also aims to provide validated data for use in 
modeling along with a process to validate data on a continuous basis.

Another new analysis task has also been approved for definition. It will be led by the 
United Kingdom and include two topics: 1) market deployment of hydrogen technologies 
in the short term; and 2) pathways to scale from existing microscale activities to the 
large-scale economic use of hydrogen for energy in the longer term. 

IEA Hydrogen is also excited to announce that Task 37 – Hydrogen Safety will soon 
launch the IEA Hydrogen Safety Journal.

CURRENT TASKS

A list of tasks operational in 2018:
• Task 32 - Hydrogen-Based Energy Storage
• Task 37 - Hydrogen Safety 
• Task 38 - Power-To-Hydrogen and Hydrogen-To-X
• Task 39 - Hydrogen in Marine Applications

OUTREACH – PRESENTATIONS WERE MADE AT THE FOLLOWING 
EVENTS:

• There was an IEA Hydrogen Session at World Hydrogen Energy Conference (WHEC) 
2018 on June 20 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It featured a panel discussion (led by 
Chairman Lucchese) with multiple presentations on international energy scenarios for 
hydrogen modeling.  In addition, there were 8 other presentations at WHEC by our ExCo 
Members and Operating Agents.

http://ieahydrogen.org/pdfs/IEA-HIA_Task36_final-report_Jan2019_wCover.aspx
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• On 10 September 2018, Chairman Lucchese spoke for IEA Hydrogen at an IEA 
Electrofuels Workshop in Brussels, Belgium. IEA Hydrogen also served as a co-organizer 
of this full day, 12-presentation event.

• Operating Agent Michael Hirscher and Task 32 – Hydrogen-Based Energy Storage 
produced an end-of-task workshop in November 2018, alongside the 16th International 
Symposium on Metal-Hydrogen Systems in Guangzhou, China .  Seven presentations 
were included.

TASK 32 – HYDROGEN-BASED ENERGY STORAGE’S END-OF-TASK WORKSHOP DURING 
MH2018 ON 1 NOVEMBER IN GUANGZHOU, CHINA 

• IEA Hydrogen’s UNIDO representative Dr. Federico Villatico presented at the 2018 
UNFCCC COP in Katowice, Poland 

DR. FEDERICO VILLATICO CAMPBELL, EXCO MEMBER FROM UNIDO, ON COP 24 PANEL 
“TOWARD HYDROGEN SOCIETIES”  
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• Task 38 Power to Hydrogen and Hydrogen to X held a workshop in November on 
Demonstration projects in Aix-en-Provence

• View the full list of IEA Hydrogen 2018 presentations

Exciting outreach events, including a public Hydrogen Forum in New Zealand to build 
awareness and understanding of hydrogen, will take place in 2019 in conjunction with 
our 80th ExCo Meeting.  The forum is a great harbinger of things to come next year and 
in the near future.

http://ieahydrogen.org/News/IEA-HIA-Presentations.aspx
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SECRETARIAT REPORT

In 2018, IEA Hydrogen continued to move forward with our 2015-2020 Strategic 
Plan. We also initiated the planning process for the coming 2020-2025 five-year 
cycle.

Outside IEA Hydrogen, the positive direction and rapid pace of change trended 
notably upwards in 2018. In fact, the landscape for Hydrogen has changed over 
the past five years and the momentum for change accelerated dramatically 
in the last two years. Consequently, IEA Hydrogen has responded to relevant 
global developments in industry and markets, world governments and the IEA 
itself.

INDUSTRY AND MARKETS

There has been a shift in the energy mix, with an increasing share of renewable electricity. Low cost 
renewable electricity (PV and wind) in some areas now enables production of hydrogen at a competitive 
cost. 2017 saw the creation of a global business initiative called the Hydrogen Council (initially 18, now 
53 companies). 

Global hydrogen trends in 2018 include the following:  
• 380+ Hydrogen Refueling Stations (HRS) open to public or fleets
• Close to 6,500 FCEVs sold
• Electrolysers available in small and large sizes (MW scale)
• Applications proliferate – hydrogen for industry, mobility, stationary, “smart grid,” intermediates, and 

electrofuels/synfuels  
• Larger demonstrations and debates about “green” hydrogen and “origin”
• Sector coupling and system integration are now recognized opportunities
• Early markets for multiple applications show promise. Mobility applications include passenger & captive 

fleets, buses, heavy duty trucks, logistic vehicles, light rail trains, airplanes & drones, and the maritime
• Hydrogen scale-up is now a focus everywhere    

WORLD GOVERNMENTS

There have been notable evolutions in hydrogen policy across the globe in 2018. 
Hydrogen was adopted as the 8th Mission Innovation Challenge in May 2018. The 
European Ministers signed the Linz Declaration on Hydrogen in September 2018, 
aiming "...to maximize maximize the great potentials of sustainable hydrogen 
technology for the decarbonisation of multiple sectors, the energy system and for 
the long-term energy security of the EU.” The Linz Declaration further recognises 
“the potential of renewable hydrogen as an energy storage solution as well as a 
sustainable climate neutral energy carrier and feedstock”1. Read the full Hydrogen 
Initiative. 

The IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C was released in October 2018 
(see the Summary For Policy Makers). The report warned policymakers and the 
public that “without decisive action, energy-related emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) 
will more than double by 2050 and increased fossil energy demand will heighten 
concerns over the security of supplies”. Also in October, the first Hydrogen Ministerial 
Meeting was held in Japan. At this meeting participants produced the “Tokyo Statement” confirming the 

1 https://www.greenovate-europe.eu/news/twenty-five-european-governments-support-new-hydrogen-
initiative

GLOBAL OUTLOOK AND TRENDS FOR HYDROGEN 
 mary-rose de Valladares, Iea hydrogen general manager and PrIncIPal of m.r.s. enterPrIses, llc

https://hydrogeneurope.eu/sites/default/files/2018-09/The%20Hydrogen%20Initiative.pdf
https://hydrogeneurope.eu/sites/default/files/2018-09/The%20Hydrogen%20Initiative.pdf
https://report.ipcc.ch/sr15/pdf/sr15_spm_final.pdf
https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2018/10/20181023011/20181023011-5.pdf
https://www.greenovate-europe.eu/news/twenty-five-european-governments-support-new-hydrogen-initiative
https://www.greenovate-europe.eu/news/twenty-five-european-governments-support-new-hydrogen-initiative
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importance of global collaboration in the field of hydrogen and shared future directions of policies for 
approaches to utilization of hydrogen across the world.2” Read the full Tokyo Statement. Japan made a 
voluntary contribution to IEA for preparation of G20 Report on Hydrogen to be delivered in June 2019 at 
G20 Meeting. 

The November COP 24 in Katowice, Poland included a panel discussion entitled “Toward Hydrogen 
Societies,” a testament to the growing recognition of hydrogen’s potential impact on the global community.

DR. GEERT TJARKS, EXCO MEMBER NOW, AND DR. FEDERICO VILLATICO CAMPBELL, EXCO MEMBER UNIDO, 
ON COP 24 PANEL “TOWARD HYDROGEN SOCIETIES”

IEA

By mid-2015, the IEA had completed the Technology Roadmap for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells, the last 
roadmap in the series. Later that year, Dr. Birol became the IEA Executive Director, identifying the TCPs 
as underutilized assets poised for modernzsation. In 2017, the IEA Renewables Division had published a 
study on hydrogen for industry, electrofuels and hydrogen as an intermediate.

In September 2018, IEA and the European Union, arranged a workshop on electrofuels in Brussels with 
cooperation from IEA Hydrogen. 

The World Energy Outlook (WEO) 2018 for the first time included a short article on the role of hydrogen 
in the energy mix. As well, hydrogen was a first-time topic in the November IEA Energy Business Council 
(EBC). These activities clearly signaled a growing interest in hydrogen by the IEA.

In late 2018, based on a voluntary Japanese contribution, the IEA mounted an agency-wide effort to 
produce the Future of Hydrogen Report. Dr. Timur Güel attended the 79th ExCo Meeting in Cadarache, 
France, to explain the initiative and solicit in-kind support and cooperation from IEA Hydrogen. He received 
an enthusiastic reception. This will be a landmark report and IEA Hydrogen looks forward to cooperating 
with IEA on its preparation and publication. The pace of change is expected to continto increasige in 2019, 
so the IEA Hydrogen team is gearing up for another exciting and productive year.

2  https://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2018/1023_007.html

https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2018/10/20181023011/20181023011-5.pdf
https://webstore.iea.org/technology-roadmap-hydrogen-and-fuel-cells
https://www.iea.org/hydrogen2019/
https://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2018/1023_007.html
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PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

During the last 10-15 years, hydrogen has gained importance as an energy carrier. Hydrogen storage is a 
crucial step for providing supply of hydrogen fuel to an end user, such as hydrogen used in vehicles and 
for portable devices and energy storage in general for stationary applications. Without effective storage 
systems, a hydrogen economy will be difficult to achieve. At present, compressed hydrogen with pressure 
up to 700 bar seems to be the choice of car manufacturers, but there are still concerns related to both 
safety and cost. Hydrogen storage as liquid hydrogen at 20 K also involves a number of challenges and 
is not considered for most applications. Hydrogen storage in solid materials or as liquid hydrogen carriers 
constitute alternatives that possess the potential to surpass the storage densities of compressed hydrogen. 
In particular, the high volumetric density storage at low pressures that can be close to ambient conditions 
and significantly improve safety are important driving forces behind strong research activities on hydrogen 
storage in solid compounds. Besides possible applications in vehicles, worldwide activities have increased 

TASK SYNOPSIS
Task 32 addresses hydrogen-based energy storage by developing reversible or regenerative hydrogen storage 
materials. The goals and objectives of Task 32 are:

• To develop reversible or regenerative hydrogen storage materials fulfilling the technical targets for mobile and stationary 
applications. 

• To develop the fundamental and engineering understanding of hydrogen storage materials and systems that have the 
capacity to fulfill target 1. 

• To develop materials and systems for hydrogen-based energy storage including hydrogen storage for use in stationary, 
mobile and portable applications, electrochemical storage, and solar thermal heat storage.

HYDROGEN-BASED ENERGY STORAGE
dr mIchael hIrscher of max-Planck-InstItut für IntellIgente systems, oPeratIng agent for germany
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significantly for hydrogen used as energy storage, owing to the change from fossil to 
“green” energy sources as wind and solar power. For these stationary applications 
hydrogen storage in solid compounds is a very attractive concept. Furthermore, metal 
hydrides are important constituents in metal hydride batteries and they also serve as 
electrolytes in Li-ion batteries. Future applications will utilize the high heat of absorption 
in some metal hydrides for heat storage in solar-thermal power plants. 

The 10th Task 32 meeting was held on the island of San Servolo in Venice, Italy, on 15-
18 April 2018. There were 25 participants (see picture). The main activity was discussing 
the review and outlook paper to be submitted to a Special Issue of International Journal 
of Hydrogen Energy as part of the final Task 32 report. Furthermore, new ideas and 
strategies have already been discussed for the new “successor” Task “Energy Storage 
and Conversion Based on Hydrogen.”     

DURING THE 16TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON METAL-HYDROGEN 
SYSTEMS (MH2018) IN GUANGZHOU, 28 OCTOBER-2 NOVEMBER 2018, ONE 

SESSION WAS DEDICATED AS “END-OF-TASK 32 WORKSHOP.”

INTRODUCTION TO THE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL(S)*

Task 32 is mainly focused on new materials with improved properties 
for hydrogen and energy storage. The research performed by Task 32 
Experts is at the forefront of developing novel materials and therefore 
can be classified as TRL 1 to 3. Prototype hydrogen storage systems are      
evaluated and small-scale heat storage devices are built for first “proof of 
principle.”  These activities can be rated as TRL 4.      

TASK FRAMEWORK

Task 32 is almost exclusively working on fundamental or basic research 
of novel materials for applications in hydrogen-based energy storage. At 
meetings, all experts work together and occasionally split into working 
groups to discuss special issues. Between the different working groups 
there is a strong overlap and several experts are active in more than one 
group. 

TRL 10

TRL 9

TRL 8

TRL 7

TRL 6

TRL 5

TRL 4

TRL 3

TRL 2

TRL 1

Program Management and
Market Development

/Support Activities
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Commercial Design
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Demonstrated

Prototype System Verified

Laboratory Testing of
Integrated/Semi-Integrated

System

Laboratory Testing/
Validation of Alpha Prototype
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Critical Function, i.e.,
Proof of Concept Established

Applied Research

Basic Research

Re
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TASK STATUS, RESULTS AND PROGRESS

The results of the last 3 years have been published in a special issue in International 
Journal of Hydrogen Energy Volume 44, Issue 15, Pages 7737-7888 (22 March 2019), 
as part of the final task report, which includes a foreword on Task 32 and 7 scientific 
papers. The end-of-task workshop was held as a special session during the MH2018 in 
Guangzhou on 1 November 2018 (speakers and title see table below). 

 TABLE 1: 
GROUP WORKING GROUP GROUP LEADER 

1 Porous materials Michael Hirscher
MPI-IS, Germany

2 Magnesium-based hydrogen and energy storage materials Vlad Yartys
IFE, Norway

3 Liquid hydrides Bill David
ISIS, UK

4 Complex hydrides Andreas Züttel
EPFL, Switzerland

5 Catalysis

Ping Chen
Dalian ICP, China,

Petra de Jongh
Utrecht University, The Netherlands

6 Electrochemical storage of energy Michel Latroche
CNRS, France

7 Heat storage – concentrated solar thermal using metal hydrides Craig Buckley
Curtin University, Australia

8 Hydrogen storage systems for stationary and mobile applications Martin Dornheim
HZG, Germany

TABLE 2:
SPEAKER MH2018: TASK 32 SPECIAL SESSION LECTURE TITLE  

Michael Hirscher IEA-HIA Task 32 “Hydrogen-based energy storage” hydrogen storage in porous materials

Volodymyr Yartys Magnesium based materials for hydrogen based energy storage: past, present and future

Andreas Züttel Beyond metal hydrides: the 20 years of complex hydrides for hydrogen storage

Michel Latroche Metallic and complex hydrides for electrochemical storage of energy

Teng He Catalytic hydrogenation and dehydrogenation

Craig Buckley Heat storage using metal hydrides: an IEA hydrogen Task 32 perspective

Martin Dornheim Application of hydrides in hydrogen storage and compression
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KEY MESSAGES

Energy storage is considered as one of the most challenging aspects for achieving an 
economy based on renewable energy sources. Hydrogen as an energy carrier will play 
a major role. As well, development of novel storage materials for solid-state storage or 
liquid hydrogen carriers is the key. Furthermore, metal hydrides are considered for heat 
storage by surpassing the energy density of current heat storage technologies.

FUTURE WORK

PLANS

The second part of the final report will be published soon as a review paper in Journal 
of Alloys and Compounds. Furthermore, the complete list of publications during the six-
year period of Task 32 will be available as an annex. The activity of Task 32 will be 
continued by Task 40 “Energy Storage and Conversion Based on Hydrogen.”     

R&D OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR EVOLUTION AND DEPLOYMENT 
OF YOUR TECHNOLOGY

New materials with improved properties are the key for any application of hydrogen-
based energy storage. In an economy shifting to renewable energy sources, the need for   
efficient and safe storage systems will drastically increase in the near future. Hydrogen 
storage in materials will play a major role and might develop a new industry.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Michael Hirscher      hirscher@is.mpg.de
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TASK 37 SYNOPSIS
The overarching goal of the Hydrogen Safety Task 37 is to support the acceleration of safe implementation 
of hydrogen infrastructures through coordinated international collaborations and safety knowledge 
dissemination.  

Task 37 started in January 2016 following its predecessor Task 31 and will end in December 2018. There are 
four specific technical areas supported by Task 37 as follows:

• The development of a hydrogen safety integration tool kit (HyRAM platform).
• The identification of risk management strategies to ensure safe implementation of hydrogen infrastructures.
• The collection of reliable information (i.e., field failure data) of structures, systems, and components (SSC) to support 

the conduct of quantitative risk analysis (QRA).
• The establishment of risk-informed insights, both probabilistic and deterministic1, to support development of new 

and/or revised hydrogen safety C&S (e.g., NFPA-2 and ISO standards).

Fig. 1 provides at-a-glance Task 37 organizational structure.

FIG. 1. AT-A-GLANCE TASK 37 (HYDROGEN SAFETY) ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The Operating Agent (OA) of the Hydrogen Safety Task 37 is Dr. Y. John Khalil, who is an Associate 
Director of Research at the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) in the USA and a Technical 
Fellow of the University of Oxford in the United Kingdom.

HYDROGEN SAFETY
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PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

As explained above, the overarching goal of the Hydrogen Safety Task 37 is to support 
the acceleration of safe implementation of hydrogen infrastructures through coordinated 
international collaborations and safety knowledge dissemination

In 2018, a Task 37 meeting was held in October and hosted by Air Liquide Centre de 
Recherche Paris-Saclay, France. Moreover, Dr. Khalil (Task 37 Operating Agent) 
presented Task 37 progress status to at the IEA Hydrogen 78th Executive Committee 
Meeting in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (June 20, 2018) and at the IEA Hydrogen 79th Executive 
Committee Meeting in Cadarache, France (November 29-30, 2018).

TASK FRAMEWORK

TASK STATUS AND RESULTS

The table below summarizes the status of each of the five Subtasks under Task 37.

Task 37 accomplishments in 2018 included: a) Launching an IEA Hydrogen Safety 
Journal which will serve as a formal dissemination tools of hydrogen research of 
importance to the international community and b) Successful completion of Task 37 
European Workshop that was held on September 14, 2017 in Hamburg, Germany. The 
workshop was attended by about 60 participants and included a panel discussion and 
several presentations by delegated of Task 37.

KEY MESSAGES

Task 37 continues to provide quantitative insights (both physics-based and probabilistic) 
to support development of new as well as revised hydrogen safety C&S (e.g., NFPA-2 
and ISO standards).

SUBTASK SUBTASK NAME SUBTASK LEADER SUBTASK ACTIVITIES (LIST)

A QRA Tool Kit Integration Prof. Thomas Jordan, Karlsruhe Institute 
of Technology (KIT), Germany.

The primary activity of this Subtask is the development 
of HyRAM integrated tool kit for hazards and risk 
assessment.

B
Accident Scenarios  

Development & 
Quantification

Trygve Skjold, Gexcon, Bergen, Norway
Use probabilistic methods and tools to develop and 
quantify accident scenarios involving hydrogen release 
within critical infrastructures.

C Physical Effects / 
Phenomena Dr. Stuart Hawksworth, HSE, Buxton, UK

Use of deterministic tools such as CFD to model 
hydrogen related phenomenology such as combustion, 
flame propagation, explosion, etc.

D Human Reliability 
Analysis (HRA) Prof. Frank Markert Identify and quantify human influence on operational 

safety in hydrogen infrastructures.

E Materials Compatibility Prof. Tadahiro Shibutani, YNU, Japan
Enhance understanding of H2 embrittlement and 
permeation phenomena using modeling and 
experimentation approaches. 

SUBTASK 
NAME STATUS SELECT TASK RESULTS, PRODUCTS, AND OUTREACH

Subtask A Complete The HyRAM risk assessment tool has been developed and tested.

Subtasks B through E In progress The delegates of these Subtasks continue to present the key findings of hydrogen research performed 
by their respective organizations. Hydrogen safety technical information sharing is synergistic with the 

overarching objective of Task 37.   
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FUTURE WORK

PLANS

The table below provides future work activities under the Hydrogen Safety Task.

SUBTASK TO BE INVESTIGATED/
ACCOMPLISHED

FUTURE PRODUCTS/
OUTREACH

A Hydrogen supply chain risk management (SCRM) Development of new 
quantitative risk assessment 

frameworks and insights B Hydrogen-related accident scenarios development and 
quantification in road tunnels

R&D OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

For the overall industry

There is a critical need for creating harmonious hydrogen safety codes and standards 
(C&S) to accelerate worldwide adoption of hydrogen-based technologies. Insufficient 
technical data to support safety C&S remains a challenge.

For the IEA H2 work 

Further research is needed for quantifying the potential risk associated with hydrogen-
related accident scenarios in road tunnels and other confined and semi-confined spaces, 
such as garages. Also of interest is the use of hydrogen in next generation commercial 
aircraft (hybrid-electric and all-electric). 

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. John Khalil  KhalilYF@UTRC.utcs.com
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TASK 38 SYNOPSIS
Task 38 entitled “Power-to-Hydrogen and Hydrogen-to-X: System Analysis of the Techno-Econmic, Legal and 
Regulatory Conditions” was approved by the Executive Committee to examine hydrogen as a key energy carrier 
for a sustainable energy system. 

Over 50 experts from 15 countries are involved in Task 38 which is coordinated by the French CEA/I-tésé and 
supported by the French ADEME. Participating IEA Hydrogen TCP ExCo Members are: Australia, Denmark, 
European Commission, France, Germany, Hydrogen Council, HyChico, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Southern 
Company, Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands, and The United Kingdom.

POWER-TO-HYDROGEN AND HYDROGEN-TO-X:  
SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF THE TECHNO-ECONOMIC, LEGAL AND REGULATORY CONDITIONS

Paul lucchese and chrIstIne mansIlla of commIssarIat a l'energIe atomIque et aux energIes alternatIVes 
(cea), oPeratIng agents for france

R.R. DICKINSON, TASK 38 EXPERT
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PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

The general objectives of the Task are to: 
• Provide a comprehensive understanding of various technical and economic pathways for power-to-hydrogen 

applications in diverse settings
• Provide a comprehensive assessment of existing legal frameworks for hydrogen systems
• Present business developers and policy makers with general guidelines and recommendations which enhance 

hydrogen system deployment in energy markets

Final objective: to develop hydrogen visibility as a key energy carrier for a sustainable and smart energy 
system, within a 2 or 3 horizon time frame: e.g., 2020, 2030, and 2050.

The task is organized in subtasks (ST) and task forces (TF). Task forces aim at supplying the subtasks with 
data and methodology throughout the task duration. Subtask workshops are organized in order to advance 
the project as well as plenary meetings which are organized on a semi-annual basis. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS TECHNOLOGY READINESS 
LEVEL(S)

N/A for Task 38. 

TASK FRAMEWORK

The Task is organized in subtasks (ST) and task forces (TF).

TABLE 1: 
SUBTASK SUBTASK NAME SUBTASK LEADER SUBTASK ACTIVITIES

1 Management, strategy 
and communication

Paul Lucchese and Christine 
Mansilla, CEA, France

• Involving new experts
• Coordination (meeting organization, private website 

update, ST/TF activity follow-up)
• Interfacing (IEA, HyLaw, Task 36, CEN/CENELEC)

2
Mapping and review of 
existing demonstration 

projects

Joris Proost, Université 
Catholique de Louvain, Belgium

• Review of existing databases
• Proposal of a roadmap

3A

Review and analysis 
of the existing techno-

economic studies on PtH 
HtX

Martin Robinius, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich, 

Germany

• Literature review and analysis
• Database establishment

3B
Review of the existing 

legal context and policy 
measures

Francesco Dolci, JRC, European 
Commission

• Review of existing legal frameworks and policy measures
• Database establishment for mapping relevant national 

legislation

4 Systemic approach Sheila Samsatli, University of 
Bath, United Kingdom

• Analysis of energy system models
• Outlook for hydrogen from a system perspective

5 Case studies
Gema Alcalde and Carlos Funez, 
Centro Nacional del Hidrógeno, 

Spain

• Identification and analysis of relevant case studies

TASK FORCE TASK FORCE LEADER TASK FORCE ACTIVITIES

Definitions Rob Dickinson, Hydricity 
Systems, Australia

• Specifying the terming and definitions related to PtH HtX 
systems

Data Laurence Grand-Clément, 
PersEE, France

• Bringing specific data management capabilities to 
support the Task members in scouting, acquiring, 
processing and analysing data

Electrolyser data Joris Proost, Université 
Catholique de Louvain, Belgium

• Analysis of recent technical and economic electrolyser 
data 

• Identification of first perspectives of price reduction 

Services to the grid

Rob Dickinson, Hydricity 
Systems, Australia and Pierluigi 

Mancarella, University of 
Melbourne, Australia

• Identify the possibilities for PtH, in different regional 
contexts 
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TASK STATUS, RESULTS AND PROGRESS

KEY MESSAGES
• From the review of PtX demonstrations around the world, cost is one of the key issues for market development; 

it could be addressed by scaling up. Collaboration between sectors may reduce deployment time. Regulatory 
issues are crucial as well (they may also impact the cost and business cases). There seems to be no technical 
bottleneck.

• Specific regulations seem to be lacking for several pathways. The specificity of hydrogen being a versatile 
energy carrier often seems disregarded: only a few countries are implementing legal frameworks facilitating 
diverse hydrogen applications. In addition, the potential benefits of hydrogen production via water electrolysis 
in contributing to the electric system stability and greater integration of variable renewables seem neglected as 
well.

TABLE 2: 

SUBTASK STATUS SELECT RESULTS AND PROGRESS (INCLUDING 
PRODUCTS)

Subtask “1” - Management, 
strategy and communication In progress

• Over 50 members in the Task
• Connection with CEN/CENELEC, H2 council, ETSAP, IEA HQ 
• Publications (3 communications in international conferences)
• Organization of workshops and plenary session at the WHEC

Subtask “2” - Mapping and review 
of existing demonstration projects In progress

• Database of over 190 demonstration projects for PtH and HtX.
• Organization of a workshop (22 speakers, more than 80 participants from 

18 countries)
• Communication at P2G conference

Subtask “3A” - Review and 
analysis of the existing techno-
economic studies on PtH HtX

In progress
• Literature review
• Database establishment
• Communications at EEM and WHEC conference

Subtask “3B” - Review of the 
existing legal context and policy 

measures
In progress

• Review of existing legal frameworks and policy measures 
• Database for mapping relevant national legislation (ongoing)
• Connection with the FCH-JU project HyLaw
• Publication in IJHE
• Technology brief

Subtask “4” - Systemic approach In progress
• Organization of a workshop on hydrogen energy system models
• Collaboration with ST5 on green ammonia and methanol case studies 

(ongoing)

Subtask “5” - Case studies In progress • Definition of relevant business cases 
• Methodology proposal

TASK FORCE STATUS SELECTED RESULTS, PRODUCTS AND OUTREACH

Task Force Definitions In progress
• First set of definitions related to PtH HtX systems available + summary 

scheme
• Communication at EEM conference

Task Force Data In progress • Connection with the ST and TF to identify the needs

Task Force Electrolyser data In progress

• Compilation of recent technical electrolyzer data provided by the 
electrolyzer manufacturers active in Task 38

• Identification of first perspectives of price reduction 
• Communication at EFC
• Publication in IJHE
• Technology brief

Task Force Services to the Grid In progress
• First categorization of services to the grid available
• Set of documents available
• Terming and links among different regions
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FUTURE WORK
PLANS

Task 38 plans for Future Work and products as seen below: 

R&D OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR EVOLUTION AND DEPLOYMENT 
OF YOUR TECHNOLOGY

N/A for Task 38.

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Paul Lucchese   paul.lucchese@cea.fr
Christine Mansilla   christine.mansilla@cea.fr

TABLE 3:
SUBTASK TO BE INVESTIGATED/ACCOMPLISHED FUTURE 

PRODUCTS
1 Next plenary meeting in association with a workshop, connection with next Tasks Final dissemination

2 Roadmap proposal Journal article

3A Completion of the literature reviews Journal article

3B Finalization of the database inputs

4 Perspective paper to be published Journal article

5 Common methodology validated for business cases  
Preliminary results of the business cases Publication

TASK FORCE TO BE INVESTIGATED/ACCOMPLISHED FUTURE 
PRODUCTS

Future products Integration with CEN/CENELEC and JRC definitions

Data Connection with Task on analysis and modelling

Electrolyzer data Update technical and economic data for electrolyzers

Services to the grid Finalization of the services to the grid categories and specificities • Technology brief
• Possible publication
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TASK 39 SYNOPSIS
Shipping is the primary means of transport worldwide — 90% of the world trade is carried out by ships. 
Healthy and sustainable use of the oceans is one of the main challenges of the future. Container traffic is set to 
continue to grow quickly, with volumes expected to triple by 2035 (OECD, 2016). Major emissions from ships 
include CO2, SOX and NOX.  In addition, noise generated by ships may have an effect on ocean life (OECD, 2016). 
Therefore, there is a strong focus among ship owners and assurance companies to work towards safer, greener 
and smarter shipping. Task 39 will support this work through research and investigation on the use of hydrogen 
as clean fuel in shipping. The overall vision is to contribute to a reduction in local and global emissions and 
support the sustainability goals of the UN. 

 

PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

The overall goal for the task is to provide know-how on the use of hydrogen in maritime transport. This will 
be achieved by creating an exclusive network of hydrogen and fuel cells suppliers, shipping companies, 
advisory and assurance, and research institutions.  The ambition is to contribute to research within the 
area, to monitor technology development, and to contribute to a global regulatory framework.

The specific objective of the task is to provide know-how on the use of hydrogen and fuel cells in the 
maritime, evaluate concepts and initiate research and demonstration projects.

SUB-GOALS ARE  
• To investigate possibilities for use of hydrogen in the maritime
• To monitor, review, and contribute to new concepts, technologies, and components
• To initiate research and demonstration projects
• To create an overview of regulations, codes, and standards
• To disseminate results
• Generate an international expert group on the subject

HYDROGEN IN THE MARITIME
Professor IngrId schjølberg of norwegIan unIVersIty of scIence and technology (ntnu),  
oPeratIng agent for norway
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ExPECTATIONS

The new task is expected to contribute to several aspects of IEA Hydrogen work.
• Technology overview and evaluation
• Development of new concepts
• Identification of technological barriers
• Creation of an IEA Hydrogen expert group on the topic
• Establishment of a link to Advanced Fuel Cells and other relevant implementing 

agreements
• Deliverables: Position paper / interim reports/final report and messages

TASK FRAMEWORK

The task is organized in four subtasks as listed in the table below. Each subtask has an 
overall goal and the main work within each task is based on plenum sessions at the task 
meetings. 
SUBTASK SUBTASK NAME SUBTASK ACTIVITIES 

1 Technology Overview 
The activities have included discussions on state-of-the art 
solutions, existing hybrid solutions for energy management, and 
the main research questions. 

2 New concepts 

The goal is to review and contribute to new concepts, 
technologies and components for use of hydrogen in the 
maritime. The task includes the following activities: 
• Energy system concepts for different segments: fuel cell, 

combustion, and hybrid
• Fuel supply logistics/infrastructure (port)
• On-board storage supply
• Safety 
• Retrofitting existing vessels

3 Safety, codes and standards
The task will provide an overview of regulations, codes, 
and standards (RCS)  as well as safety methods and risk 
management. 

4 Demonstration The goal has been to support, provide input , evaluate, and link 
international demonstration projects. 

KEY MESSAGES

Research and development is to 
establish viable storage solutions 
for both shallow and deep sea. 
Moreover, a strategic deployment 
plan is needed. It is important to 
understand the risk of using hydrogen 
in the maritime with regards to safety 
and reliability. Also, more knowledge 
on how to build public trust is needed. 
Political incentives are required to 
step up the testing and demo phase.
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FUTURE WORK

PLANS

The preliminary plan is to finish four white papers by December 2019. 
• White Paper I - Research gaps 
• White Paper II - Learnings from demo projects 
• White Paper III - Safety regulations, codes, and standards 
• White Paper IV - Logistics and ports 

Two task meetings have been completed in 2019.
• Task meeting at Univ of Southampton and Lloyds, Southampton. March 18-19, 2019
• Expert meeting Florø, Norway. September 17, 2019

R&D OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR EVOLUTION AND DEPLOYMENT 
OF YOUR TECHNOLOGY 

The strategy of the IEA Hydrogen is to facilitate, coordinate, and maintain innovative 
research activities through international cooperation. Moreover, the strategic plan 
specifically says “The marine sector is expected to open up in the coming term as an 
appealing target for exploration.” The proposed task supports this plan. Research and 
development for new applications of hydrogen and fuel cells is an important activity in 
many of the companies involved in Task 39. One of the goals  is to create a platform for 
the exchange of information between business units in a precompetitive manner. Also, 
a joint discussion on how this new technology will have an impact on business models 
is important. Task 39 has the overall goal to contribute to new regulations for the use of 
hydrogen in maritime applications.

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Operating Agent Dr. Ingrid Schjølberg ingrid.schjolberg@ntnu.no

MADRID, MARCH 12-13, 2018 

48 PARTICIPANTS 

10 COUNTRIES

31 INSTITUTIONS

mailto:ingrid.schjolbert@ntnu.no
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Professor craIg buckley, rePresentatIVe for australIa, australIan assocIatIon of hydrogen energy  
and curtIn unIVersIty

UPDATE

MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Strategy and priorities 

In December 2018, Energy Ministers from Commonwealth, state and territory governments jointly 
commissioned a National Hydrogen Strategy. The strategy is being led by Australia’s Chief Scientist 
(Dr Alan Finkel) and should be completed by the end of 2019. Implementation of the strategy will begin 
in 2020 and end in 2030. In late August 2018, three (3) major documents on hydrogen were released: 

1. Hydrogen for Australia’s Future – A briefing paper for the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) Energy 
Council prepared by the Hydrogen Strategy Group led by Dr. Alan Finkel. https://www.chiefscientist.gov.au/
wp-content/uploads/HydrogenCOAGWhitePaper_WEB.pdf

2. The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) National Hydrogen Roadmap by 
the Energy and Futures Group at CSIRO https://www.csiro.au/en/Do-business/Futures/Reports/Hydrogen-
Roadmap

3. Opportunities for Australia from Hydrogen Exports – ACIL Allen Consulting for ARENA https://arena.
gov.au/news/hydrogen-offers-significant-exporting-potential-for-australia/

 Regulation and Standards

Standards Australia has partnered with Hydrogen Mobility Australia to work towards a pathway for hydrogen 
standards adoption for Australia. Specifically, Hydrogen Mobility Australia has submitted an application to 
upgrade Australia’s status on ISO TC197 Hydrogen Technologies from observer to participant. This will 
support the commencement of hydrogen standards adoption in Australia.

Role of hydrogen in energy policy

The National Hydrogen Strategy will investigate the potential for the use of hydrogen as a transport fuel, as 
a partial or full replacement of natural gas in gas networks, in industrial processes, for electricity generation, 
and as an export commodity. The Strategy will also cover cross-cutting issues such as regulation, 
certification, standards, governance, research and development, financing, industry development, 
environmental impacts, safety, and community engagement.

Other in-country developments

Mission Innovation Renewable and Clean Hydrogen Challenge

Australia has led the establishment of the Hydrogen Innovation Challenge under Mission Innovation, 
in partnership with Germany, the European Commission, the IPHE, Hydrogen Council and others. The 
Challenge will provide an opportunity for multilateral cooperation to accelerate the development of a global 
hydrogen market by identifying and overcoming key technology barriers to the production, distribution, 
storage, and use of hydrogen at gigawatt scale. The Challenge held its first workshop in Berlin over 17-18 
October 2018.

The 8th International Conference on Hydrogen Safety (ICHS 2019)

The conference will be held in Adelaide, Australia on 24-26 September 2019 under the auspices of the 
International Association for Hydrogen Safety (HySafe).

https://www.chiefscientist.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/HydrogenCOAGWhitePaper_WEB.pdf
https://www.chiefscientist.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/HydrogenCOAGWhitePaper_WEB.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/en/Do-business/Futures/Reports/Hydrogen-Roadmap
https://www.csiro.au/en/Do-business/Futures/Reports/Hydrogen-Roadmap
https://arena.gov.au/news/hydrogen-offers-significant-exporting-potential-for-australia/
https://arena.gov.au/news/hydrogen-offers-significant-exporting-potential-for-australia/
http://mission-innovation.net/our-work/innovation-challenges/hydrogen-challenge/
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HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

The Future Fuels Cooperative Research Centre (FFCRC) – The FFCRC was announced on 13 April 
2018. It has secured over AUD$90 million in funding from a range of stakeholders (including AUD$26.5 
million from the Federal Government), to undertake research and development to transition Australia’s 
energy infrastructure to a low-carbon economy using fuels such as hydrogen and biogas.

In April 2018, the Australian Association of Hydrogen Energy (AAHE) was awarded AUD$494,000 
over five (5) years from the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) International Engagement 
Program funding round. The application was titled “Australian Association of Hydrogen Energy (AAHE), 
International Energy Agency (IEA) Hydrogen Technology Collaboration Program (TCP), promoting 
hydrogen implementation and utilization in Australia through International collaboration.” The funding will 
be used to pay: the membership fee for Australia to participate in the IEA Hydrogen TCP for the next 5 
years; travel expenses to attend the ExCo meetings; partial funding to attend Task meetings associated 
with the IEA Hydrogen TCP; and to promote hydrogen activities in Australia. The new contracting party is 
AAHE, which took over from Curtin University in April 2018.

In July 2018 ARENA awarded $22.1 million (AUD$) in funding for renewable hydrogen research 
projects (16 projects) mainly based around the export of renewable hydrogen. The projects cover direct 
water electrolysis, solar hydrogen generation, solar thermochemical hydrogen, hydrogen to ammonia, 
biological hydrogen production, photovoltaic electrolysis to generate hydrogen, and waste biomass to 
renewable hydrogen. It is envisaged that the market for export of renewable hydrogen will be South East 
Asia, predominantly Japan and South Korea.

Several other projects were launched, including the Hydrogen Park of South Australia (SA), Neoen’s 
Crystal Brook Energy Park (SA), the Hydrogen Energy Supply Chain Pilot Project in Victoria, and Yara 
Pilbara Fertilizers pilot scale trial to produce renewable ammonia for export based on hydrogen from 
solar electrolysis at Burrup in Western Australia.      

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

Toyota Australia launched a trial program of the Mirai with external stakeholders in November 2018. The 
Hyundai NEXO was commercially launched in December 2018. The ACT Government announced plans 
to operate Australia’s first FCEV fleet (20 Hyundai NEXO) and a Canberra refueling station is currently 
in progress. The National Hydrogen Strategy commenced development in January 2019 and will scope 
potential to build refueling stations in every Australian state and territory with a focus on heavy transport.

FUEL CELL VEHICLES

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS
Projected 0 N/A N/A

INFRASTRUCTURE 
HRS EARLY MARKET 

STATION OPEN TO 
PUBLIC OF FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH 
LAB AND/OR COMPANY 

SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY HRS 
STATUS AND TYPE

Open 0 2 2

Planned 3 2 5

Projected 6 0 6

MEMBER WEBSITE
 http://www.hydrogenaustralia.org/

CONTACT INFORMATION
Professor Craig Buckley, Curtin University  c.buckley@curtin.edu.au

http://www.hydrogenaustralia.org/
mailto:c.buckley@curtin.edu.au
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

In 2018, mission 2030 was launched by the Austrian government with three targets: ecological 
sustainability; security of supply; and– competitiveness/affordability. These form the cornerstones of the 
Austrian Climate and Energy Strategy. As part of a sustainable climate and energy policy, the Austrian 
Federal Government applies the following principles: 

• Energy as an integrated system (Sector Coupling) by maintaining the current stock of efficient plants and 
create and secure growth and jobs

• Nuclear-free decarbonisation
• Technological neutrality on the decarbonisation pathway between now and 2050
• Digitalization as an opportunity to increase independence and options
• Successful internationalization based on a strong domestic market by efficient use of public funds, market 

forces, and sustainable finances

Based on these principles, eight key horizontal areas for action were defined:
• Task 1: Develop infrastructure for a sustainable Austria
• Task 2: Create the necessary economic framework and mobilize investment
• Task 3: Targeted adjustment of the funding and tax system to achieve climate and energy targets
• Task 4: Legal framework for a climate friendly Austria
• Task 5: Research and innovation as keys to a successful business location
• Task 6: Each and everyone’s responsibility – education an awareness-raising for a sustainable future
• Task 7: Use technology for decarbonisation
• Task 8: Make urban and rural areas more climate friendly

These tasks form the basis of the Flagship Projects that need to be implemented as a matter of priority, 
including both short-term and long-term measures. Three of the twelve flagship projects have a direct 
relation to hydrogen.

Flagship project 7: Renewable hydrogen and biomethane

As an energy vector, hydrogen supports the integration of renewable energies, which is vital to the 
successful transformation of the energy system. Hydrogen should improve network stability via 
decentralized electrolysers and long-term storage of renewable energy. 

Flagship project 9: Energy research initiative 1– building blocks of the energy systems of the 
future

Technologically neutral, mission-oriented research and development projects should enable successful 
technologies and solutions to be developed that will allow Austria to position itself as an innovation 
leader on the global technology markets. Eight hydrogen projects with TRL between 4 and 6 are funded 
in 2018.

Flagship project 10: Energy research initiative 2 – Mission Innovation Austria programme

In order to stimulate implementation on European home markets and raise the international profile of 
Austrian solutions on global markets, large-scale trials of technologies and solutions under real conditions 
are needed. This living-lab approach is important to the necessary transformation of energy and mobility 
systems. The energy model region WIVA P&G started with five innovation projects (total project costs 19 
Mio €, funding 9 Mio €) implementing a hydrogen valley approach in Austria. Important to mention is that 
in November the process for the Austrian Hydrogen Strategy started.

horst steInmüller, rePresentatIVe for austrIa, energIeInstItut an der johannes kePler unIVersItät lInz
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RELEVANT ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS
PROJECT SHORT DESCRIPTION

H2Future A 6 MW PEM electrolyzer, powered by renewable energy sources, will be installed at an industrial site. 

Underground Sun 
Conversion

The project investigates the in-situ microbial methanation of carbon mono- and dioxide using hydrogen 
in depleted natural gas reservoirs.

wind2hydrogen Development of an innovative, modular and flexible HP PEM-electrolyzer, producing H2 according to 
varying load profiles at high pressure.

SuSteel Hydrogen-plasma-technology for the smelting reduction of iron ores. 

HIFAI-RSA Highly integrated dynamic test infrastructure for PEMFC stacks, components, and complete FC 
systems.

Demo4Grid Commercial setup and demonstration of a pressurized AEL for grid balancing service in real operational 
and market conditions. 

Renewable Steel 
Gases

Development of complete process chains for the efficient use of suitable steel gases by integrating 
renewable energy technologies.

HyLy Pure Development of a made-to-measure process based on membrane gas permeation and adsorption to 
recover hydrogen from a mixture with natural gas.

HySnow
A photoelectric plant yields green electricity for a high tech electrolyzer. Due to low temperature and 

high performance targets, H2 is fuelled to drive a new developed FC system, integrated into two 
prototype snowmobile vehicles.

HydroMetha A fully integrated system of CO2+H2O high-temperature CO-electrolysis (CO-SOEC) and catalytic 
methanation is developed. 

HYTECHBASIS Developing Austrian PEM FC and EC to increase efficiency and reduce costs

Renewable Gasfield Regionally-adapted solution for hydrogen production via electrolysis utilizing PV power for different 
applications (mobility, industry, methanation, etc.)

UpHy
Combining green hydrogen production at a refinery with a modular enhanced refuelling station technology 

with different pressure levels and a novel measurement techniques for gas quality (ISO 14687-2) and 
mass determination

HyTruck  Development of hydrogen-based power train (fuel cell, battery) for FC trucks 

H2Pioneer On-Site hydrogen Production for industrial processes replacing trailer supply for demands < 1000 Nm³/h 
with high hydrogen quality
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MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

GENERAL

Beside the description in the Framework section, it is important to note that during the Austrian EU-
presidency, the European Hydrogen Initiative was signed in September 2018 in Linz.

FUEL CELL VEHICLES

TRANSPORT 
SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS

On Road 0 17

Planned Up to 40 buses by 2021 30

INFRASTRUCTURE

HRS
EARLY MARKET 

STATION OPEN TO 
PUBLIC OF FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH 
LAB AND/OR 

COMPANY SITE
HRS SUBTOTALS BY HRS 

STATUS AND TYPE

Open 5 2

Planned 7 4

REFERENCES

https://nachhaltigwirtschaften.at/en/iea/

https://www.wiva.at/v2/

www.bmvit.gv.at / infothek.bmvit.gv.at

CONTACT INFORMATION

Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Innovation und Technologie

Sektion III, Bereich Innovation

Abteilung I3, Energie- und Umwelttechnologien

DI. Theodor ZILLNER

Stv. Abteilungsleiter 

+43 1 711 62-65 2925

Radetzkystraße 2, 1030 Wien, Österreich

theodor.zillner@bmvit.gv.at

http://www.bmvit.gv.at
http://infothek.bmvit.gv.at/
tel:+43171162652925
mailto:theodor.zillner@bmvit.gv.at
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Cluster Tweed (Wallonia) and WaterstofNet (Flanders) have developed a hydrogen roadmap for Wallonia 
and Flanders                                                                 

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

CONTExT

Hydrogen is focused on transport and long term energy storage, especially in the field of local energetic 
communities. The goal is to produce hydrogen via Renewable Energy. With respect to transport, the 
target, defined in the European directive "Clean Power for Transport,” is 22 hydrogen refueling stations 
in Belgium in 2020. With respect to long term energy storage, it is focused on local energy communities 
with the aim of producing hydrogen via renewable energy. 

SPECIFICS

Objectives

20 hydrogen refueling stations (HRS) in Flanders and 2 hydrogen refueling stations in Wallonia; 1 HRS 
for buses is operational in Antwerp, a HRS for buses in Wallonia is under development

Funding

6 Hydrogen refueling stations (Zaventem, Halle, Antwerp, Gent, Leuven, Liège) for cars and the Flemish 
HRS forbuses get European funding (Interregional, JU-FCH, CEF) and regional funding

Status, Progress, Accomplishments

7 funded hydrogen will be operational in 2020

TECHNOLOGY NAME OF 
PROJECT(S)

NAME OF FUNDING 
ORGANISATION(S)

PROJECT 
AIMS/

TARGETS

PROJECT WEB LINK(S)

Electrolysis (water) WALLonHY SPW DGO4 New electrolyser https://www.rewallonia.be/wallonhy/  

Grid multi energies INTERESTS SPW DGO4 optimisation of 
infrastructures

https://www.rewallonia.be/interests/ 

Fuel Cells HYLIFE SPW Cheap Fuel Cell h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/   

Fuel Cells INOXYPEM SPW Fuel Cell sheet h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/    

Fuel Cells HYSTACK SPW Cogen and Fuel 
Cells

h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/  

Fuel Cells LOOP-FC SPW Domestic Fuel Cells h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/  

Mobility SWARM SPW Little H2 vehicules h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/  

Fuel Cells H2GREEN SPW Enzymatic Fuel Cell h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/  

Mobility HyAirport SPW H2 mobility h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/  

Mobility Waste-To-Wheels SPW H2 mobility h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/  

Prof. dr. Ir. jorIs Proost, dIVIsIon of materIals and Process engIneerIng catholIque de louVaIn and Ir. adwIn 
martens, dIrector of waterstofnet Vzw

UPDATE
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All All H2 Projects from 
WALLONIA

All All: this site 
references all 

projects in Wallonia

h t t p s : / / w w w. r e w a l l o n i a . b e /
categorie_projet/projets-hydrogene/  

Mobility HighVLOcity JU-FCH 5 buses in Antwerp www.fuelcellbuses.eu

Mobility H2Benelux EU-CEF 8 fuelling stations 
and 80 FCEV

www.waterstofnet.eu

Mobility Life & GrabHy Life 2 garbagetrucks on 
hydrogen

www.lifeandgrabhy.eu

Mobility Revive JU-FCH 15 garbage trucks on 
hydrogen

www.revive.eu

Mobility H2Share Interreg NW-Europe Truck and mobile 
refueller

www.nweurope.eu/h2share

Smart grid Don Quichote JU-FCH Storage and mobility www.don-quichote.eu

Industry Power to gas 
cluster

Vlaio Power to gas www.power-to-gas.be

Cross cutting HyLAW JU-FCH Legislation/barriers www.hylaw.eu

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS   

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS
On Road 5 (Antwerp) 25 25

Planned 50 Buses (Liège + Charlerois) in 2020

Projected

See : https://gouvernement.wallonie.be/home/presse/publications/la-wallonie-va-developper-son-
infrastructure-en-carburant-hydrogene-pour-les-transports-en-commun.publicationfull.html

BELGIUM – GARBAGE TRUCK ON 
HYDROGEN

BELGIUM - BUS BELGIUM - FORKLIFTS

See our roadmap on: https://fr.slideshare.net/cluster_tweed/roadmap-hydrogne-pour-la-wallonie-cluster-
tweed
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Definitions: 
• On the road: in 2018
• Planned:  A fleet acquisition and/or funding decision has been made for buses; an estimate of 

FCEV passenger vehicles on the road for next couple years by a reliable source, i.e., an automobile 
manufacturer, government agency or association

• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

In Flanders, a strong initiative regarding heavy duty on hydrogen has been started: garbage trucks and 
large trucks (28 tonnes and 40 tonnes) will be developed and demonstrated in 2019.

INFRASTRUCTURE

HRS EARLY MARKET 
STATION OPEN TO 
PUBLIC OF FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH 
LAB AND/OR 

COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY 
HRS STATUS AND 

TYPE
Open 1 0 1

Planned 6 0 6

Projected (2020) 22 0 22

Definitions:

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Status
• Open: The HRS is open and operational
• Planned:  A location and/or funding has been decided for the HRS
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Type
• Early Market:  HRS that will be open to the public and/or used for captive fleets
• Private research lab and/or company site:  Private R,D&D users include national/state/regional 

governments, private companies and cooperations by/between/among these entities 

OTHER APPLICATIONS

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR APPLICATION # COMMENTS
#1 Waste incineration Power to mobilbity Electricity from waste incineration to produce hydrogen to be used in 

garbage collection vehicles 

BUILDING SECTOR APPLICATION # COMMENTS
#1 Large distribution center Forklifts on hydrogen 75 75 forklifts on hydrogen, fueled by green hydrogen produced out of 

wind and solar 

CONTACT INFORMATION
Prof. dr. ir. Joris Proost
Division of Materials and Process Engineering Université catholique de Louvain (UCL) 

joris.proost@uclouvain.be
Ir. Adwin Martens

Waterstofnet.eu
Adwin.martens@waterstofnet.eu
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UPDATE ON MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

STRATEGY AND PRIORITIES

The common ambition in the Danish Parliament about fossil-free energy consumption in 2050 is still 
valid. As an intermediate target, an Energy agreement for 2018-2024 aims at 55% renewable energy 
(RE) in 2030. Part of this is an RE share of electric consumption of 100% and an RE share of heat 
production not less than 90%.  

In order to fulfil the long-term target in 2050 in a cost-effective way, the strategy for the Danish energy 
policy is summarized below:

• The market shall, as far as possible, drive the green transition.
• The ambition is that in a few years the green transition can take place on commercial terms.
• Electricity will be the dominant source of energy. 

In 2018, there were 59 on-going hydrogen and fuel cell projects in Denmark with a total funding of 541 
million DKK - equal to 30-50% of the total project costs.

The direct role of hydrogen in the Danish energy policy is limited. However, in recent years a number 
of political agreements have ensured that Denmark has the highest density of hydrogen vehicles and 
hydrogen filling stations in the world. It has decided to continue the tax exemption for hydrogen vehicles 
until 2021.

HYDROGEN RD&D PROGRAMS, PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS AND INITIATIVES

BIOCAT

The overall objective of the BioCat Project is to design, engineer, construct, and test a commercial-scale 
power-to-gas facility at a wastewater treatment plant and to demonstrate its capability to provide energy 
storage services to the Danish energy system. It is based on biological methanation. Seven international 
partners are participating and the national ForskEL program funds the project. The plant was operational 
in 2014 and process optimization continued until 2019.

BIOCAT ROSLEV

Upscaling of the Avedore P2G project where bacteria converts CO2 and H2 to methane. Electrolyser 8 
MWe. Partners: Electrochea, NEL, Energinet, DGC, Neas, AUC, Rybjerggaard. A pre-project to verify 
framework conditions is funded. 2018-19.

HYBALANCE

A power-to-hydrogen plant (PTH2) was operational in September 2018. It is designed for combined 
operation providing both grid balancing services and hydrogen for industry and as a fuel for transport in 
the municipality of Hobro. The plant will demonstrate its feasibility to identify potential revenue streams 
from PTH2 under today’s and future constraints (regulatory environment, state-of-art of key technologies). 
It is funded by the EU Horizon 2020 Framework program and has six international partners.

jan k. jensen, rePresentatIVe for denmark & henrIk IskoV, both from danIsh gas technology centre (dgc)

UPDATE
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INITIATIVES
• Tenders for three new offshore windfarms of at least 800 MW each.
• Tenders for solar and wind power on land. Approximately 215 MW expected annually.
• Continued support for biomass-fuelled cogeneration central power plants and expansion of the production 

of biogas and other green gases and upgrading to the gas network. The biomethane content is expected to 
reach 15% in 2019.

MARKET /COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

FUEL CELL VEHICLES

The total number of fuel cell vehicles in Denmark (June 2019) is 85. They are all passenger cars. No 
FCEV busses until now, but via a funding contribution from EU Connecting Europe initiative (CEF) a fleet 
of around 200 hydrogen busses is expected to be operative in 2023 in the countries Denmark, UK and 
Latvia.

New centre for fuel cell solution for the marine industry

Ballard Power Systems Europe A/S – a subsidiary of Ballard Power Systems, Inc. – is establishing a 
Marine Center of Excellence (“Marine CoE”) dedicated to fuel cell marine applications at the company’s 
engineering, manufacturing and service facility in Hobro, Denmark. The Marine CoE will design and 
manufacture heavy-duty fuel-cell modules to address zero-emission powertrain requirements for the 
marine industry.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Many municipalities have established a local climate strategy including targets for use of fossil fuels for 
the city including road transportation. Hydrogen vehicles can be part of the solution, and typically, both 
national funding and EU funding have been included in these initiatives.

The current number of Hydrogen Refuelling 
Stations open to the public is 8. Some of these 
are placed together with normal petrol/diesel 
refuelling stations. With these 8 stations, Denmark 
complies with the EU directive 2014/94/EU on the 
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure with 
respect to hydrogen refuelling stations. 

CONTACT INFORMATION
Mr Jan K. Jensen (jkj@dgc.dk)

Danish Gas Technology Centre (www.dgc.dk)

mailto:jkj@dgc.dk
http://www.dgc.dk
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION

MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

EU Energy Ministers “Hydrogen Initiative” This informal meeting of the EU Energy Ministers 
dedicated to hydrogen and energy storage solutions took place on 18 September 2018. In the course 
of this meeting, the Austrian presidency proposed a “Hydrogen Initiative,” under which Member States 
commit to continue research and investment in the production and use of hydrogen as a future-oriented 
technology. The Initiative was highly successful, with 25 Member States (as well as Switzerland and 
Iceland) signing it.

Energy Package “Clean Energy for all the Europeans” COM(2016)860. Beyond promoting de-
carbonization, the package supports market-based integration of energy storage, including hydrogen 
technologies. It contains 8 legislative acts of which four were published in December 2018: the 
Energy Performance in Buildings Directive (EU) 2018/844; the Renewable Energy Directive RED 
II (EU) 2018/2001; the Energy Efficiency Directive (EU) 2018/2002; and the Governance Regulation 
(EU) 2018/1999). Under discussion at the European Parliament and the Council are the proposals for 
Electricity Directive, Electricity Regulation, Risk-preparedness Regulation and the Regulation for the 
Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators.

Renewable Energy Directive RED II specifically mentions hydrogen in the context of Guarantees 
of Origin. In addition, the role of green hydrogen and derived e-fuels is specially emphasized in the 
transport sector, along with advanced biofuels.

The role of hydrogen in energy policy is highlighted in the new Electricity Directive and Regulation, which 
put more focus on flexibility mechanisms and energy storage (including hydrogen) and in the definition of 
energy storage to enable sectoral integration by referring not only to Power-to-Power, but also to Power-
to-Gas and Power-to-Heat solutions.

Tougher 2030 energy goals were agreed by the EU in June 2018: it was decided to increase the bloc’s 
2030 renewable energy target to 32% (up from 27%) and to boost the energy efficiency target to 32.5% 
(up from 30%).

2050 Long-term EU Strategy on 28 November 2018, the Commission presented its strategic long-term 
vision for a prosperous, modern, competitive, and climate-neutral economy by 2050 – A Clean Planet 
for All, COM (2018) 773 final.  Rather than a legislative proposal, this is a strategic vision supported 
by a detailed analysis on how the EU can deliver on the Paris Agreement while enhancing the socio-
economic benefits of emission reductions and transforming its economy for the 21st century. It sets the 
scene for future policy choices of the EU. Hydrogen features strongly in this strategy as one of the key 
enabling technologies. Strategy for long-term EU greenhouse emission reduction, in accordance with 
the Paris Agreement, contains 7 pathways for the EU that achieve greenhouse gas emissions reductions 
between -80% by 2050 (compared to 1990) and up to net zero greenhouse emissions by 2050.

In May 2018, the European Commission announced the 3rd Mobility Package ‘Safe, Connected, 
Clean Mobility,’ including a proposal for the first-ever binding carbon dioxide standards for new large 
trucks, proposing an emission cut of 30% by 2030 based on 2019 levels. These targets complete 
the Commission’s climate legislation proposals meant to ensure the EU reaches its goal of reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by at least 40 percent by 2030 - the bloc’s commitment under the Paris 
climate deal. A review foreseen in 2022 could expand the targets to other vehicles such as buses. The 
European Parliament and the EU countries are now discussing the proposal and must now reach an 
agreement before it becomes law. 

beatrIz acosta-Iborra, rePresentatIVe for euroPean commIssIon, euroPean commIssIon’s joInt research centre
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION

RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

Horizon 2020 (H2020) is the EU funding program for research and innovation. It runs from 2014 to 
2020 with a €80 billion budget. The program provides research and innovation funding for multi-national 
collaboration projects, as well as for individual researchers, and supports SMEs with a special funding 
instrument. H2020 covers both nuclear (fission and fusion) and non-nuclear energy, and the integration 
of ICT in all energy fields. A budget of €5.931 million has been allocated to non-nuclear energy research 
for the period 2014-2020 through the “Secure, clean, and efficient energy” program that has 3 focus 
areas: energy efficiency, low carbon technologies, and smart cities and communities. The next EU 
Framework Program for Research and Innovation in the period 2021-2027, Horizon Europe, is currently 
under preparation.

The Strategic Action Plan for the Development and Manufacturing of Batteries in Europe, COM 
(2018) 293 final, covers all the activities that  can help Member States, regions and European industry 
establish competitive, innovative and sustainable battery manufacturing projects in the EU. These 
include measures on  access to raw materials, research and innovation, and skills, as well as a regulatory 
framework  ensuring that the batteries placed on the market are not only competitive, high quality and 
safe but also sustainable and recyclable.

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

CONTExT

The Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU) is a unique public-private partnership 
supporting research, technological development, and demonstration activities in fuel cell and hydrogen 
energy technologies in Europe. Under the Horizon 2020 Program (2014-2020) the FCH JU has a total 
budget of EUR 1.33 billion.These are EU “matched” funds provided  by the European Commission, 
industry, and research.

SPECIFICS

The FCH 2 JU program is structured around two to pillars dedicated to transportation and energy 
systems. Overarching projects integrating both transport and energy technologies and a cluster of 
cross-cutting research activities complement these two pillars. The transportation pillar encompasses 
all aspects of hydrogen utilization in transportation including FCEVs as well as non-road, train, maritime 
and aviation applications, in addition to the required hydrogen refueling station infrastructure. The energy 
pillar supports projects in hydrogen production (both from renewable electricity or with a low carbon 
footprint), fuel cell systems for CHP and hydrogen storage, handling and distribution.

A total of 61 proposals were received in response to the 2018 FCH JU’s Call for Proposals with a budget 
of ~73M€. 19 proposals have been preselected. The 2019 Call for Proposals of the FCH JU has a 
budget of ~81M€. 
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MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

GENERAL

TRANSPORT
SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS

On Road 68 (45 via FCHJ U) 828 (636 via FCH JU) 221 new cars in 2018
22 new bus in 2018

Planned 308 (FCH JU)

Projected 1350

INFRASTRUCTURE 
HRS EARLY MARKET 

STATION OPEN TO 
PUBLIC OF FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH 
LAB AND/OR 

COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY 
HRS STATUS AND TYPE

Open 103 55 158 Early market

Planned 51 (via FCHJU)

Projected

OTHER APPLICATIONS

POWER SECTOR APPLICATION # COMMENTS
#1 Telecom backup 10 Deployed via FCH JU
#2 Medium size FC 34 Small-scale demo projects via FCH JU 
#3 Large size FC 3 planned of 

which one 
deployed (in 

China)

Small-scale demo projects via FCH JU

BUILDING 
SECTOR APPLICATION # COMMENTS

#1 Domestic microCHP FC combined heat and power 1200 3780 contracted via the FCH JU 

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en 

OTHER IMPORTANT WEBSITES 

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-union/clean-energy-all-europeans

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-union/2050-long-term-strategy

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/road/news/2018-05-17-europe-on-the-move-3_en

https://www.fch.europa.eu/

CONTACT INFORMATION
Beatriz Acosta-Iborra   Beatriz.acosta-iborra@ec.europa.eu

EUROPEAN COMMISSION

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-union/clean-energy-all-europeans
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-union/2050-long-term-strategy
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/road/news/2018-05-17-europe-on-the-move-3_en
https://www.fch.europa.eu/
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

At the Linz Conference on 18 Sept 2018, the Italian Ministry for Economic Development (in agreement 
with other EU countries)  signed “The Hydrogen Initiative,”  a policy document supporting the development 
of sustainable hydrogen. Signatory states, companies, and organizations (25 EU Member States plus 
86 companies and organizations) committed themselves to continue research and investment in the 
production and use of hydrogen as a future-oriented technology. Additionally, on 23 Oct 2018, the Italian 
Ministry for Economic Development signed the “Tokyo Statement” along with several other countries’ 
Ministers and Delegates to promote cooperation on research, development, and deployment of hydrogen 
technologies within their societies.

With the Legislative Decree n. 257 (dated 16/12/2016), the Italian Government adopted the European 
Directive 2014/94/EU (dated 22/10/2014) for the creation of an infrastructure for alternative fuels, wherein 
hydrogen is officially included. This Decree introduced rules for fire protection in the design, construction, 
and operation of Hydrogen Refueling Stations (HRS). Additional HRS regulatory dispositions were issued 
by Ministries on 23 Oct 2018. This new regulation overcomes previous regulatory burdens: hydrogen 
distribution up to 700 bar, adoption of international standards, and enhancement of safety, economic, 
and social issues.

RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

At the end of 2018, three Italian Ministries (Ministry for the Economic Development, Ministry for the 
Environment, and Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport) submitted the “Energy & Climate Plan” to 
meet European Union’s targets for 2030. This plan includes ambitious objectives, including an increase 
in the share of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) of up to 32% by 2030. As well, this plan targets an 
increase in RES in the transport sector of up to 22% by 2030 with significant contributions expected from 
decarbonization.

R,D&D projects and programs have been launched mainly to improve the electric and gas networks 
to accept the larger RES share. Italy is actively involved in the EU SET-Plan and Mission Innovation 
Programs. Italy is committed to doubling public funding for R&D for “clean energy,” and is specifically 
targeting the development of technologies (processes and products) to foster the energy transition.

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

CONTExT

In the above context, it is expected that hydrogen will play a role in the decarbonization process, through 
both Power-to-Gas applications (to enable increasing RES introduction in the energy system) and in the 
transport sector.

SPECIFICS

Italy is one of the leading countries in Europe in terms of research and demonstration in the field of 
hydrogen and fuel cells. This includes128 projects financed by the European Commission under the 
Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH 2 JU) during the period 2008-2017, involving over 
80 Italian beneficiaries and mobilizing over 90 million € funding. Among FCH 2 JU projects, it is worth 
highlighting the projects listed below. The following table includes projects developed under EU (no FCH 
2 JU) National and Regional programs.

alberto gIaconIa, rePresentatIVe for Italy, enea
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PROJECT: REMOTE

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2017 AND 
2018 HIGHLIGHTS

2018-2021 FCH 2 JU Demo plant based on RES in Stromboli Island 
with FC-based H2 energy storage solutions.

N/A

PROJECT: H2PORTS

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2017 AND 
2018 HIGHLIGHTS

2019-2021 FCH 2 JU New FC technologies to increase energy 
efficiency, decarbonization and safety of port 

terminals.

N/A

PROJECT: BIO2ENERGY

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2017 AND 
2018 HIGHLIGHTS

2016-2018 National/Regional 
funding (MIUR, 

Regione Toscana)

Development of bio-hydrogen (and biogas) 
production process from organic wastes and 

sludge.

See: https://www.bio2energy.it

PROJECT: +GAS

FUNDING 
LEVEL PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT  2017 AND 

2018 HIGHLIGHTS
2016-2018 EU/Regional funding 

(MIUR, Regione Emilia 
Romagna)

Hydrogen production from RES and utilization 
to promote bio-methane production.

See: www.piugas.enea.it

INFRASTRUCTURE
HRS EARLY MARKET 

STATION OPEN TO 
PUBLIC OF FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH 
LAB AND/OR 

COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY 
HRS STATUS AND 

TYPE
Open 2 2 4

Planned 1 1 2

Projected (by 2025) N/A N/A 141 (cars), 56 (bus)

At the end of 2018 in Italy, there were 4 HRS. The most advanced HRS is in Bolzano, with potential 
hydrogen production of 180 Nm3/h, for the refueling of 15 buses and 700 cars per day. Sanremo opened 
a new HRS at the end of 2018. Milano has an HRS for 3 public busses. ENI spa is starting some activities 
on HRS with 2 HRS planned. In the Legislative Decree n. 257 (dated 16/12/2016) the “National Plan for 
Hydrogen Mobility” is attached, which targets the installation of several HRS to sustain the circulation of 
FC cars and busses throughout the country by the end of 2025.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Italian railway company FFS/RFI expressed interest for the deployment of the hydrogen train in some 
Italian Regions (Tosccana, Puglia and Calabria). 

REFERENCES

www.enea.it

Hydrogen Mobility Italy (MH2IT): https://www.mobilitah2.it

CONTACT INFORMATION
Alberto Giaconia      alberto.giaconia@enea.it

https://www.bio2energy.it
http://www.piugas.enea.it
http://www.enea.it
https://www.mobilitah2.it/
alberto.giaconia@enea.it
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

NEDO’s New Energy Technology Department promotes technology development projects encompassing 
basic research, experimental studies, and the establishment of benchmarks and standards in cooperation 
with industry, academic institutions and public research institutes.  The scope of NEDO projects includes 
hydrogen supply and utilization technologies, as well as PEFC and SOFC.

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

An overview of relevant policies, programs and in-country developments in hydrogen appears in table 1 
below.

PROGRAM 
NAME

NEW STRATEGIC ROADMAP FOR HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS PROVIDED BY 
GOVERNMENT (METI) ON MARCH 12 IN 2019.

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES  2017 AND 2018 PROGRESS 
HIGHLIGHTS

FY 2017 and 
2018

METI’s Budget for 
Hydrogen in FY2018;

Subsidy 
13.3 billion yen

(excluding subsidy for 
FCV)

R&D:
14.2 billion yen
(The details are 

described below)

The Strategic Roadmap, including 
new goals and specific explanations 

of efforts to be made, was      
released on 12 March 2019.

(which was formulated in June 2014)

Highlights of the revision are as follows:     
• Set of new targets to achieve by 2025: 
• Price difference between FCV and HV; 3M yen to 

0.7M yen
• Construction and operating costs of HRS 

respectively:       
• Comt.: 350M yen to 200M yen
• Oper.: 34M yen to 15 M yen
• Establish approach to achieving target
• Regulatory reform and developing technology
• Consideration for creating nationwide network of 

HRS
• Extending hours of operation
• Establish expert committee to evaluate and 

conduct follow-up for each field

A summary of hydrogen specifics appears in table 2 below.

H2 PROJECT 
NAME

DEVELOPMENT OF HYDROGEN UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGIES

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2017 AND 2018 
HIGHLIGHTS

2013-2017 4.1 billion yen in 
FY2017

Three major subjects for HRS are as 
follows:

• Streamlining regulations
• Low cost equipment
• Reliability

The projects for 5 years were completed in 2017 and 
the following results were obtained:     

• Completed investigation of all planned items for the 
regulation     

• Achieved targets for refilling hose, compressors 
and storage tank etc.

• Completed building of the safety database and the 
tool for public acceptance     

H2 PROJECT 
NAME

DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES FOR HYDROGEN REFUELING STATIONS

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT  2017 AND 2018 
HIGHLIGHTS

2018-2022 2.4 billion
yen in FY2018

In order to commercial-operate HRS 
independently, conduct following 

items.
• Regulatory reform
• Reduction for CAPEX and OPEX
• International collaboration

The new project for HRS has just started from 2018.
4 projects for the regulatory reform, 9 projects for 

the cost reduction and 3 projects for the international 
collaboration are proceeded.

eIjI ohIra and makI hayasaka, rePresentatIVe for jaPan, new energy and IndustrIal technology deVeloPment 
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H2 PROJECT 
NAME

DEVELOPMENT OF H2GT & SUPPLY CHAIN

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2017 AND 2018 
HIGHLIGHTS

2014-2020 6.4 billion yen in 
FY2018

The project for large scale energy 
utilization has begun in accordance 

with HFC strategic roadmap

• 2 projects for making hydrogen supply chain with 
liquefied hydrogen and organic chemical hydride 
are continued     

• 2 projects for developing hydrogen gas turbine and 
power generation systems for industrial use were 
completed     

H2 PROJECT 
NAME

DEVELOPMENT OF POWER TO GAS

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT  2017 AND 2018 
HIGHLIGHTS

2014-2020 2.5 billion yen in 
FY2018

The projects for Power to gas from 
Renewable energy are being carried 

out.

A project in Fukushima will continue to aim Hydrogen 
supply at the 2020 Tokyo Olympic games     

FC PROJECT 
NAME

DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL CELL

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT      2017 AND 2018 
HIGHLIGHTS

2015-2019 2.9 billion yen in 
FY2018

Advanced PEFC Utilization 
Technologies

The project was started in 2015 to develop new 
material structure concepts and improve analysis 

technology.

2013-2019 Technologies to Promote Practical 
Application of SOFCs

The field test program for SOFC commercial model 
are being conducted to secure some data for 

commercialization such as durability, usability, and so 
on.

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS
On Road 18 Approx. 3050 -

Planned - -

Projected 100 @ 2020

1200 @ 2030

40,000 @2020
200,000 @2025
800,000 @ 2030

-

Definitions: 
• On the road: in 2018
• Planned:  A fleet acquisition and/or funding decision has been made for buses; an estimate of FCEV 

passenger vehicles on the road for the next couple years by a reliable source, i.e., an automobile 
manufacturer, government agency or association

• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

INFRASTRUCTURE

HRS EARLY MARKET STATION 
OPEN TO PUBLIC OF FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH LAB 
AND/OR COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY 
HRS STATUS AND TYPE

Open 107 - -

Planned 27 - -

Projected 160 @2020
320 @2025
900 @2030

- -
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Definitions:

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Status
• Open: The HRS is open and operational
• Planned: A location and/or funding has been decided for the HRS
• Projected: A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Type
• Early Market: HRS that will be open to the public and/or used for captive fleets
• Private research lab and/or company site: Private R,D&D users include national/state/regional 

governments, private companies and cooperation by/between/among these entities 

OTHER APPLICATIONS

The ENE-FARM, the fuel-cell-micro-CHP systems for residential use were launched in early 2009. The 
new models with additional function which continues to generate and supply power for households even 
during a general blackout.  Subsidies have led to a price decrease and increase in the number of installed 
units year by year. In Jan 2019, the cumulative number of installed systems was about 274,000 units. 
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REFERENCES

Member website

https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/index.html

OTHER IMPORTANT WEBSITES

http://www.fccj.jp/eng/index.html

http://hysut.or.jp/en/index.html

http://www.hydrogen-navi.jp/en/index.html

CONTACT INFORMATION
Eiji Ohira

ohiraeij@nedo.go.jp
Maki Hayasaka

hayasakamak@nedo.go.jp
Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Technology Gr.
Advanced Battery and Hydrogen Technology Dept.
New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO)

https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/index.html
https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/index.html
https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/index.html
http://www.fccj.jp/eng/index.html
http://hysut.or.jp/en/index.html
http://www.hydrogen-navi.jp/en/index.html
mailto:hayasakamak@nedo.go.jp
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK 
• New Zealand Energy Strategy 2011-2021
• New Zealand Energy Efficiency and Conservation Strategy 2017-2022

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS
1. Strategy and priorities - Diverse resource development, Environmental responsibility, Efficient use of energy, 

Secure and affordable energy. Paris COP21 commitment of 30% below 2005 levels by 2030. Government 
target of 100% renewable electricity by 2035 in a normal hydrological year and zero net emissions by 2050.

2. Law and Regulation - Electricity Industry Act 2010; Electricity Act 1992; Energy Efficiency and Conservation 
Act 2000; Resource Management Act 1991.

3. Role of hydrogen in energy policy - The Government is in the process of developing a vision for hydrogen in 
New Zealand, with a focus on green hydrogen.

RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS 

PROJECT FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES 2017 AND 2018 
HIGHLIGHTS

Energy Modelling Unknown
The BusinessNZ Energy Council (BEC) and public 
and private partners commission a TIMES model of 

energy sector.

Model in preparation by Paul 
Scherrer Institute.

Energy Modelling Unknown
UniSyD system dynamics model of energy sector to 

be completed at Unitec in collaboration with University 
of Iceland

Model completed and results 
published 2017.

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

PROJECT FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES 2017 AND 2018 
HIGHLIGHTS

Hydrogen fuel 
infrastructure in New 

Zealand 
2018-19

$950,000

Research feasibility of pilot network 
infrastructure for New Zealand. Proposing 3 

refuelling stations in the North Island by 2021 
costing ~ $30 million.

Hiringa Energy establishes project 
office in New Plymouth.

Hydrogen using 
geothermal energy 2018 

+
Unknown Utilise geothermal energy for production of 

hydrogen via PEM fuel cell.

Development of a 1.5 MW pilot 
plant  in progress by Tuaropaki 

Trust, Obayashi Corporation

Hydrogen for Ports of 
Auckland 

2018+
Unknown

Zero emission port by 2040 includes initiating 
purchase of a hydrogen fuel cell (HFC) bus 

and three HFC cars. 

Tender documents for hydrogen 
refuelling station at the Port of 
Auckland being finalised with 

support from Auckland Council, 
Auckland Transport, KiwiRail, and 

Arup.

Hydrogen Road Map 
New Zealand 

2018
$150,000 Develop national roadmap by April 2019 Arup awarded contract.

HyLink 2017+ Unknown

Development of low cost, 2.5 kg/day 
hydrogen production and storage consisting 

of an alkaline electrolyzer operating with 76% 
efficiency at 4 barg and HDPE storage

Engagement of NZ industry partner 
with view to commercialising the 

technology.

jonathan leaVer, mark PIckuP, rePresentatIVes for new zealand, unItec InstItute of technology, mInIstry of 
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UniQuad 2017+

$110,000
Development of H2 farm bike with a 12kWh 
Li-FeYPO4 battery; 3 kW PEM fuel cell; 1.6 

kg 350 bar fuel H2 tank.
Bike completed at Unitec in 2018.

NZ Hydrogen Association unknown
Establishment of an association to represent 
government, business and academic interest 

in hydrogen in New Zealand.

First association workshop held 
in June 2019; open by Dr Megan 
Woods, Minister of Energy and 

Resources, and addressed by H.E. 
Mr Hiroyasu Kobayashi, Japanese 

ambassador to New Zealand.

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

GENERAL

Memorandum of Cooperation on hydrogen signed between 
New Zealand’s Ministry of Business, Innovation and 
Employment and Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade 
and Industry on October 23, 2018 by Minister Woods and 
Hiroshige Seko, Japan’s Economy, Trade and Industry 
Minister.

FUEL CELL VEHICLES      

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS
On Road

Planned 1 3

INFRASTRUCTURE 
HRS EARLY MARKET STATION 

OPEN TO PUBLIC OF FLEET
PRIVATE RESEARCH LAB 
AND/OR COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY 
HRS STATUS AND TYPE

Open

Planned 1 1

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE

Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment  https://www.mbie.govt.nz/ 

OTHER IMPORTANT WEBSITES

Energy Efficiency Conservation Authority https://www.eeca.govt.nz/

NZ Hydrogen Association https://www.nzhydrogen.org/

CONTACT INFORMATION
Jonathan Leaver, MBIE Representative for IEA-H2TCP,  jleaver@unitec.ac.nz
Mark Pickup, Principal Advisor MBIE,  Mark.Pickup@mbie.govt.nz

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/
https://www.eeca.govt.nz/
mailto:jleaver@unitec.ac.nz
mailto:Mark.Pickup@mbie.govt.nz
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Norway has a significant amount of natural resources in the form of renewable energy and natural gas. 
Almost 100% of the annual electricity demand (ca. 140 TWh/year) is met by hydroelectric power.  More 
and more wind power is being installed (ca. 7 TWh/year installed and/or contracted). Most of the natural 
gas (ca. 1400 TWh/year) is exported via pipelines to Europe; export from Norway covers about 25% of 
EUs gas demand.

The Norwegian government ordered in 2018 a report to assess the realistic potential for the production 
and use of hydrogen in different sectors in Norway as part of a transition to a low carbon future towards 
2030 (DNV GL report). A summary of the estimated demand for hydrogen in 2030 is provided below. The 
report is part of the knowledge base for the Government’s effort to develop a “comprehensive strategy 
for research, technology development and use of hydrogen as an energy carrier.”       

FIGURE 1 – ESTIMATED DEMAND FOR HYDROGEN IN NORWAY TOWARDS 2030  
(SOURCE: DNV GL REPORT 2019-0039)

Other key hydrogen stakeholders in Norway have also been given the opportunity to provide their input. 
The Government has not concluded on the national strategy yet, but a preliminary conclusion is that 
hydrogen will have to play a role in decarbonization of industry and transport. However, the amount of 
hydrogen (including carbon neutral hydrogen carriers) to be exported is more difficult to estimate, as 
this significantly depends on national and international policies and incentives for carbon capture and 
storage (CCS).

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

Most of the public R&D-funding on hydrogen is channeled through The Research Council of Norway. 
In 2018, this funding totaled 3.8 million euros. Most of the funding was for technology development, 
including safety; 0.5 million euros was spent on social science projects that addressed some aspect of 
hydrogen value chains. 

ENERGIX is the main R&D program for sustainable energy, including hydrogen. It covers all energy 
areas except CCS. The annual budget for ENERGIX is about USD 48 million. The main areas of study 

øysteIn ulleberg, rePresentatIVe for norway, InstItute for energy technology, rePresentatIVe for norway
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include renewable energy, energy systems, and energy use. In recent years there has been an increased 
focus on energy use in transport, as this sector is key to reducing greenhouse gas emissions in Norway. 
To fast-track the implementation of new solutions into real-world applications in society, the Government 
recently introduced extra funding for a so-called PILOT-E program. The development of new battery and 
hydrogen electric transport solutions are currently being developed as part of the PILOT-E program and 
a new call on the development of hydrogen value chains was recently announced.

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

In Norway, there is currently a special focus on introducing battery and hydrogen electric systems and 
solutions in the transport sector. Municipalities in several counties also have plans for producing and 
utilizing hydrogen in different public transport applications (buses and ferries). The use of hydrogen 
in near-coastal maritime operations is gaining considerable interest among both public and private 
stakeholders. The national road authorities awarded in 2018 the first contract (with ferry operator Norled) 
to convert a small car and passenger ferry to battery and hydrogen electric operation (ca. 200 kg H2 per 
day). They have also started the process to develop solutions for larger ferries (2000 kg H2 per day). 
There are about 200 car and passenger ferries and 100 high-speed passenger ferries in Norway that 
eventually need to be converted to zero-emission operation.  

FIGURE 2 – ILLUSTRATION OF FIRST HYDROGEN FERRY TO BE BUILT AND OPERATED IN NORWAY. 

REFERENCES

Institute for Energy Technology www.ife.no

Research Council of Norway  www.forskningsradet.no

Norwegian Hydrogen Forum  www.hydrogen.no

FME MoZEES    www.mozees.no  

CONTACT INFORMATION
Øystein Ulleberg  oystein.ulleberg@ife.no

http://www.ife.no
http://www.forskningsradet.no
http://www.hydrogen.no
http://www.mozees.no
mailto:oystein.ulleberg@ife.no
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION AND MISSION/PURPOSE

National Organisation Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology (NOW GmbH), is a public programme 
management organisation of the German Federal Government focused on fostering sustainable mobility 
and energy. It is responsible for the coordination and management of different government programs, 
like the National Innovation Programme Hydrogen and Fuel Cells (NIP). All programmes were initiated 
for market preparation or for accompanying und supporting the market introduction of the technology.

NOW GmbH supports research, development, and demonstration activities along with procurement 
initiatives for the purpose of market activation. The primary task of NOW involves initiating and/or 
evaluating projects and bunding these in such a manner that their synergistic effects can be exploited. 
NOW also undertakes so-called cross-sectional tasks, which include international collaborations, 
communications at the interface of politics, industry, and science, as well as public relations in order to 
raise overall awareness of the technologies and products.

DESCRIPTION OF ORGANIZATION’S “CORE BUSINESS”

NOW GmbH is responsible for the coordination and management of the National Innovation Programme 
Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology (NIP), the Local Electric Mobility Funding Programme and the 
Recharging Infrastructure Funding Guideline of the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure 
(BMVI). On behalf of the BMVI, NOW also supports the development of the Mobility and Fuel Strategy 
(MKS – Mobilitäts- und Kraftstoffstrategie) and coordinates funding projects within the MKS. Since 2017, 
NOW has been responsible for hydrogen related activities under the auspices of the Export Initiative 
for Environmental Technologies of the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and 
Nuclear Safety (BMU).

BRIEF ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY

NOW GmbH was founded in 2008 for the implementation of the National Innovation Programme for 
hydrogen and fuel cell technologies. Further federal funding programs for alternative drive trains and fuels 
were included in NOW in the past years. This includes the Local Electric Mobility Funding Programme, 
the Recharging Infrastructure Funding Guideline,sand the Mobility and Fuel Strategy (MKS) of the BMVI. 
NOW GmbH has 45 employees.

HYDROGEN R,D&D

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

In 2016, the second phase of NIP (NIP II) was launched as a ten-year programme for market activation 
of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies. It is based on the first phase (NIP I) from 2008 to 2016 which 
focused the market preparation of the technologa. The second phase plans for a public funding budget 
of around 1.4 billion € is planned.

After reaching market readiness by the first phase, the second phase focuses on market activation. A 
scaling up and related cost reductions of the technology can be achieved By supporting the deployment 
of applications with fuel cell technologies. With respect to hydrogen production via water electrolysis, the 
complete production chain is considered, including distribution of hydrogen and usage within fuel cell 
applications. This integrated approach is the main focus of the HyLand initiative of NIP, where regional 
hydrogen projects are addressed.

dr. geert tjarks, rePresentatIVe for hydrogen-centrIc organIzatIon, natIonal organIsatIon hydrogen and 
fuel cell technology (now gmbh)
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NIP II also considers the required refueling infrastructure. NIP is the most important funding program for 
hydrogen refueling stations (HRS) in Germany. Through the end of 2019, 100 HRS will be deployed. With 
these 100 stations, more than 6 million customers can use fuel cell vehicles on a daily basis. Beyond 
passenger cars, a variety of applications are addressed in NIP II. This includes fuel cell trains, garbage 
collection trucks, heavy duty applications, forklifts, buses, etc. NIP is coordinated and implemented by 
NOW.

STATUS, PARTICIPATION, FUNDING AND HIGHLIGHTS OF R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND 
INITIATIVES

H2 R,D&D  
PROGRAM 
NAME

TERM FUNDING 
LEVEL

OBJECTIVES/
PRIORITIES

RELEVANT 2017 AND 2018 HIGHLIGHTS

NIP 1.4 billion € Market activation of 
hydrogen and fuel cell 

technologies

Deployment of 100 HRS until 2020
Deployment of 400 FCEVs

Different R&D Projects

H2 R,D&D 
INITIATIVE 
NAME

FUNDING 
LEVEL

PRIORITIES/
ACTIVITIES

RELEVANT  2017 AND 2018 HIGHLIGHTS

HyLand 22 Mio. € Regional integrated H2 
projects

Launch of the initiative, identification of nine regions in 
Germany

MARKET-RELATED/COMMERCIAL HYDROGEN ACTIVITIES 

Aside from enhancing the expertise of German industry in developing competitive products, the 
development of the demand side is paramount within market activation of NIP II. NIP II supports the areas 
of German industry where market ramp-up investing is the greatest. These include fuel cell drives for 
road transport as well as the setting up of a reliable H2 supply infrastructure, including the development 
of uniform norms and standards. H2 generation from renewable energies represents another pillar, 
covering electrolysis and electricity-based fuels. 

HRS EARLY MARKET 
STATION OPEN TO 
PUBLIC OF FLEET

HRS SUBTOTALS BY HRS 
STATUS AND TYPE

COMMENTS

Open 75 Public 700 bar September 2019

Planned 100 Public 700 bar Until 2020

Projected 25 Public 700 bar
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REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE    www.now-gmbh.de

OTHER IMPORTANT WEBSITES  www.bmvi.de

      www.H2.live

      www.cleanenergypartnership.de

      www.cleanpowernet.de

CONTACT INFORMATION
NOW GmbH
National Organisation Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology

Member email  kontakt@now-gmbh.de
Member website  www.now-gmbh.de

http://www.bmvi.de
http://www.h2.live
http://www.cleanenergypartnership.de
http://www.cleanpowernet.de
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

NATURE/TYPE OF ORGANIZATION AND MISSION/PURPOSE

Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) is a publicly traded company engaged in the energy, petrochemicals, 
textiles, natural resources, retail, and telecommunications sectors. 

DESCRIPTION OF ORGANIZATION’S “CORE BUSINESS” 

Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) is a Fortune 500 company and the largest private sector corporation 
in India. Our motto “Growth is Life” aptly captures the ever-evolving spirit of RIL. Our products and 
services portfolio touch almost all Indians on a daily basis across all economic and social spectrums. 
We are now focused on building platforms that will herald the Fourth Industrial Revolution and will create 
opportunities and avenues for India and all its citizens to realise their true potential.

RIL is India’s most profitable private sector company. Some of our businesses and financial data include1:
•	 Refining	and	Marketing: Processes a wide variety of crude oil to produce a range of petroleum products, 

including transportation fuels, for domestic as well as export markets (Revenue - $43 Billion)
•	 Petrochemicals: One of the most integrated petrochemicals facilities globally, with a wide product portfolio 

(Revenue - $18 Billion)
•	 Retail: India’s largest retailer with presence across all consumption baskets; a leading player in food, 

consumer electronics, and fashion retailing (Revenue - $10 Billion)
•	 Digital Services: Jio has built an all-IP data strong future-proof network with the latest 4G LTE technology; 

the only network conceived as a Mobile Video Network, supporting Voice over LTE (VoLTE) technology 
(Revenue - $3.5 Billion) 

BRIEF ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY

RIL has evolved from being a textiles and polyester company to an integrated player across energy, 
materials, retail, entertainment, and digital services. In each of these areas, we are committed to 
innovation-led, exponential growth. Our vision has pushed us to achieve global leadership in many of 
our businesses.

RIL is actively involved in the development of novel and proprietary catalysts, processes and products 
to improve profitability and accelerate our growth. Our company has transitioned from a smart buyer 
of technology to a fast customizer of technology. RIL is a flagship developer which provides business 
leadership through largely in-house developed technology that creates significant value. R&D enables 
the innovation based growth agenda for Reliance. 

FIGURE 1: RIL MANUFACTURING SITE

dr. ajIt saPre, rePresentatIVe for relIance IndustrIes lImIted (rIl)
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ROLE OF HYDROGEN IN ORGANIZATION BUSINESS

RIL produces large quantities of hydrogen in our petrochemical plants and mega refinery at Jamnagar 
(the world’s largest refinery in a single location) and are exploring other clean production technologies 
such as from biomass and water splitting. We are also conducting exploratory research on developing 
economically viable technologies for hydrogen storage and transportation.

HYDROGEN R,D&D

India’s strong commitment to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
and its INDCs include deriving 40% of its electricity through clean and renewable sources and reducing 
GHG emissions by 30% below the 2005 level2. RIL is committed to India’s INDCs3. We believe that 
hydrogen will play a significant role in this mission. Hydrogen derived from primary renewable sources of 
energy—namely, solar and wind (which are abundantly available in India)—can be used to capture and 
sequester CO2. As well, hydrogen can be used to produce electricity for stationary and transportation 
applications, help stabilize grid as the share of renewable electricity increases, and be used by energy 
intensive industries like cement and steel instead of fossil fuels, thereby reducing emissions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

RIL is an industry partner in the New Millennium Indian Technology Leadership Initiative (NMITLI) project, 
along with the Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR), on indigenous ‘Polymer Electrolyte 
Membrane’ (PEM) fuel cell technology development. After successful lab-scale demonstration of PEM 
fuel cell technology at a lower power, a larger scale fuel cell of 3 kilowatt-electric capacity has been 
designed.

FIGURE 2: HYDROGEN FUEL CELL TEST-BED 
FACILITY

 
FIGURE 3: HYDROGEN FUEL CELL TESTING

STATUS, PARTICIPATION, FUNDING AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF R,D&D PROGRAMS, 
PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

A fuel cell test bed is being built for extended durability testing of hydrogen fuel cell built byCSIR and its 
partners. The other balance of plant components has been integrated and are functional. The assembly 
is undergoing testing. In addition, we are also evaluating commercial opportunities with multiple partners 
in the areas of:  hydrogen energy storage valuation, understanding pathways to high renewables 
penetration/integration, and evaluation of solar thermochemical cycles for water splitting.
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MARKET-RELATED/COMMERCIAL HYDROGEN ACTIVITIES 

RIL is already taking important steps towards a hydrogen economy. R–Jio has deployed 100s of fuel 
cell based backup power solutions for a significant portion of our 125,000 telecom towers, which 
typically use diesel generators. Also, in India many residential and commercial establishments use 
diesel generators due to poor grid infrastructure and unreliable electricity supply; these can be replaced 
by hydrogen fuel cell solutions.

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE

https://www.ril.com/

OTHER IMPORTANT WEBSITES

*1 https://www.ril.com/getattachment/e5d8ddac-3899-4a0f-beb5-aa7f8100010c/AnnualReport_2017-18.
aspx

*2 https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/paris-climate-conference-India-IB.pdf

*3 https://www.livemint.com/Industry/PPHvONeStpSDhlK9yISvhK/BEV-will-offer-new-energy-solutions-
says-Mukesh-Ambani.html

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Ajit Sapre  ajit.sapre@ril.com

https://www.ril.com/
https://www.ril.com/getattachment/e5d8ddac-3899-4a0f-beb5-aa7f8100010c/AnnualReport_2017-18.aspx
https://www.ril.com/getattachment/e5d8ddac-3899-4a0f-beb5-aa7f8100010c/AnnualReport_2017-18.aspx
https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/paris-climate-conference-India-IB.pdf
https://www.livemint.com/Industry/PPHvONeStpSDhlK9yISvhK/BEV-will-offer-new-energy-solutions-says-Mukesh-Ambani.html
https://www.livemint.com/Industry/PPHvONeStpSDhlK9yISvhK/BEV-will-offer-new-energy-solutions-says-Mukesh-Ambani.html
mailto:ajit.sapre@ril.com
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

UNIDO re-engaged with the IEA Hydrogen TCP in 2018. After the past experience with hosting the 
International Centre for Hydrogen Energy Technologies (ICHET), UNIDO is reorganizing its involvement 
in the hydrogen energy sector.

UNIDO HYDROGEN STRATEGY

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES  2017 AND 2018 PROGRESS 
HIGHLIGHTS

No specific funding for hydrogen has 
been mobilized so far. Two senior 
managers and a consultant have been 
allocating some of their time to follow the 
IEA Hydrogen activities and to prepare 
the ground for future projects/activities

H2 roadmapping;

H2 applications 
for industrial 

decarbonization

The role of hydrogen within the organization now speaks to 
two main functions:
• Increase the organization’s energy solutions to mitigate 

climate change by means of decarbonizing the industrial 
sector; 

• Bring innovation into developing countries energy 
agenda, including hydrogen energy and transport 
applications.

RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

UNIDO implements a large portfolio of programs and projects supporting governments and industries 
with the provision of sustainable and resilient infrastructure for ISID (Inclusive and Sustainable Industrial 
Development).

INDUSTRIAL 
SECTOR APPLICATION # COMMENTS

#1 Eco-Industrial Parks 7 countries In partnership with the World Bank Group and the German 
Agency for International Cooperation, UNIDO completed an 
“An International Framework for Eco-Industrial Parks” (2017) 
and the respective guidelines for the implementation of the 
framework (2018). 

#2 Circular Economy Some 20 
countries

Through the Partnership for Action on Green Economy 
(PAGE), UNIDO is supporting dialogues among policy makers 
in developing countries to align green industry with circular 
economy principles and policies.

#3 Implementation of the 
chemical conventions 
(Montreal Protocol, the 
Minamata and the Stockholm 
convention)

90 countries UNIDO supports countries’ implementation of the chemical 
conventions (Montreal Protocol, the Minamata and the 
Stockholm convention). UNIDO assists close to 90 countries, 
and started activities to help them to integrate industry 
commitments in their nationally determined contributions 
(NDCs).

POWER 
SECTOR APPLICATION # COMMENTS

#1 The Global Cleantech 
Innovation Program (GCIP)

8 countries Hosted by UNIDO, the GCIP effectively supported start-ups 
in developing countries to become fast-growing, scalable 
and investment-ready enterprises thereby facilitating a 
just transition towards sustainable industrialization. Since 
its inception, the GCIP accelerated over 900 start-ups, 
contributing to private sector development in eight partner 
countries with plans to expand to 10 more in 2019.

federIco VIllatIco camPbell, rePresentatIVe for unIted natIons IndustrIal deVeloPment organIzatIon (unIdo) - 
clImate technology centre and network (ctcn)
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HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

Organisation of a workshop at COP24 “Greening industry through a transition to hydrogen societies,” 
https://www.unido.org/news/greening-industry-through-transition-hydrogen-societies

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE 

www.unido.org 

www.ctc-n.org

https://www.unido.org/our-focus-safeguarding-environment-clean-energy-access-productive-use-climate-
policies-and-networks/global-cleantech-innovation-programme 

 
CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr Federico Villatico Campbell F.Villatico@unido.org
Mr Naoki Torii Torii@unido.org

https://www.unido.org/news/greening-industry-through-transition-hydrogen-societies
http://www.unido.org
http://www.ctc-n.org
https://www.unido.org/our-focus-safeguarding-environment-clean-energy-access-productive-use-climate-policies-and-networks/global-cleantech-innovation-programme
https://www.unido.org/our-focus-safeguarding-environment-clean-energy-access-productive-use-climate-policies-and-networks/global-cleantech-innovation-programme
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